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1 | An Introduction to Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) is a combination/customization of three fundamental mathematical areas: linear algebra, statistics, and
optimization
The main goal of ML is to analyze large volumes of data and extract patterns, rules and models that can be useful either for
characterizing existing data or for predicting the properties of future data. Specifically, ML allows you to determine the following:
1. Classification: Given labeled data (for e.g., class labels), predict the class membership of a new data point. Examples of
classification methods are:
(a) K-nearest neighbor classifier (see Neighbors (Nearest, Farthest, Range, k, Classification))
(b) Kernel Discriminant Analysis (see Kernel Density Estimation and Non-parametric Bayes Classifier )
(c) Support Vector Machines
(d) Decision Tree
2. Regression: Given the values associated with points, predict the associated value of a new point. Examples of regression
algorithms are:
(a) Linear Regression
(b) Non-parametric Regression
(c) Mixture of Exports
(d) Multi-Time Series Regression
(e) LASSO
3. Dimensionality Reduction: Given a set of points, determine how many dimensions are required to represent it. Potentially
find the dimensions that are important or generate new ones. Examples of dimensionality reduction algorithms are:
(a) Singular Value Decomposition
(b) Ensemble Singular Value Decomposition
(c) Maximum Variance Unfolding
(d) Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
(e) Tensor Factorization
4. Clustering: Given a set of data points, group the points in clusters according to a criterion. Examples of clustering algorithms are:
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(a) K-Means
(b) Kernel Density Estimation and Non-parametric Bayes Classifier
(c) Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
(d) Kernel Principal Components Analysis

Most ML settings involve two stages: training and testing/evaluation. In the training stage, labeled data (and possibly unlabeled)
are used to generate a model. In the testing/evaluation stage, the model is evaluated on data that have not been presented in the
training stage. If the label of the new data is known then we can generate a score that measures the generalization power of the
model.

1.1

Data Representation/Dimensionality

There are many different ways in which you can represent data. In ML, the most common way is through tables. Data are
represented as points in a d-dimensional space. So, the collection of data is just a long matrix of N × d size, where N is the
number of points. The dimensions are also called features or attributes. The number of dimensions can range from a few to
thousands, or even millions. In reality, when the number of dimensions is very high, the data points are sparse. Typically the
sparsity is very high, meaning that every data point has few non-zero entries; this dimensionality of the data is called “extrinsic”
dimensionality. The extrinsic dimensionality is not a good measure for identifying the complexity of a dataset. It is often claimed
that datasets consisting of millions of points that are hundreds of thousands of dimensions can be analyzed. It is possible, however
that the true dimensionality (also known as “intrinsic” dimensionality) is much lower. This means that some of the dimensions can
actually be expressed as a function of other dimensions. The fact that the intrinsic dimensionality might be much lower than the
extrinsic can have significant impact on the performance of an algorithm. Furthermore, the number of points of the dataset is
not always indicative of the expected performance of an algorithm. It is always possible to have two datasets that have the same
number of points and dimensions and get completely different scalability performance.

The conclusion is that machine learning can analyze and produce useful results only when the intrinsic dimensionality
of the data is low and the data points tend to form clusters. Otherwise the algorithms will suffer from what is well known
in statistics as the “Curse of dimensionality” [donoho2000high] .

In the next sections, we briefly present the four different types of problems mentioned above.

1.2

Classification

Given two sets of points, one for class A and one for class B, we wish to find a model that can separate efficiently the points of
classes A and B. While we can always find a model that exactly separates the points for both classes, the problem is that such a
model is very complex and will fail to generalize well on new points that did not participate in the training phase.

The goal of machine learning is to produce models that are as simple as possible and generalize well on unknown
data.
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1.3

Parametric vs Non-Parametric methods in ML

Two of the main trends in machine learning are “parametric” [Wasserman2004all] and “non-parametric” [Wasserman2006all]
modelling. In general, parametric models are very accurate if the correct model class and parameters are chosen. Conversely,
non-parametric models depend only on available examples (data points). They are agnostic to the model and cannot achieve the
same accuracy of the best parametric model. Another drawback is that since they operate on large volumes of data, they can be
very slow.
In reality it is almost impossible to create or find the right model and the right parameters for the data problem at hand. Moreover,
if the model is very complex (which is commonly the case), tuning the parameters of the model can lead to a very difficult
non-convex optimization problem. Thus, non-parametric methods tend to be more accurate because they are model-agnostic.
LogicBlox machine learning libraries solve the problem of speed by using the right heuristics and approximations to implement
non-parametric methods.

1.4

K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier: The Simplest Classifier

The simplest classifier is the k-nearest neighbor (knn) classifier for two-class classification. A detailed description and use instructions can be found in Neighbors (Nearest, Farthest, Range, k, Classification). The following points provide a more basic
description of the nearest neighbor algorithm:
1. A set of points G is given that contains points that have either label A or B.
2. For a new point p, for which you want to predict the label, compute the Euclidean distances d with every point in G .
3. Sort all the distances in d and keep the k points with the smallest distances.
4. From the k nearest points chosen in the previous step, count the points (n1 ) that have label A and the points (n2 ) that have
label B.
5. If n1 > n2 , then assign label A to point p, otherwise assign label B.
Although the algorithm is simple the complexity for computing the k-nearest neighbors for one point is linear in the size of the
dataset, which might be very expensive when the number of points in G becomes large. We will see later on how this can be
computed efficiently. Another issue with this method is how we choose k.
The most effective method for parameter tuning in ML is “leave-one-out cross validation”.
The following steps demonstrate how this method works for the knn case:
1. Choose an initial value of k.
2. For every point p in the training set G, compute its knn label by querying G without considering p.
3. Compute the number of points for which knn computes the right label.
4. Increase k until you reach a maximum k.
5. Keep the k that gives the highest score computed in 3.
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1.5

Regression/Prediction

The problem of regression is well known in the linear algebra/statistics community. Given a number of independent variables, we
would like to find a linear model for predicting the dependent variable. In general, the regressors are not independent variables
and there are dependencies (linear or not) between them. A very important challenge in regression is to remove the redundant
regressors that do not contribute in the prediction of the dependent variable. In other words, we follow the principle of Occam’s
razor and look for the simplest model that explains the data. In linear regression, a simple model corresponds to a model containing
as many zero coefficients as possible. LogicBlox provides two methods for feature selection or better model simplification:
1. Linear Regression [thompson1995stepwise]
2. LASSO [tibishirani1996regression]
The first method is a greedy algorithm that tries to choose the variables that explain the dependent variable. The second method
uses an L1 penalty method that pushes the regressors to the corners of the unit L1 ball.

1.6

Clustering

As previously mentioned, ML produces useful results only if the data has an interesting structure. One way of finding an interesting
pattern is to define a similarity measure and use a clustering algorithm. Clustering is a useful preprocessing step in most machine
learning algorithms, as it unveils multi-modality, which is very common in real data. A notion of intrinsic dimensionality of the given
dataset can be defined in terms of the discovered multi-modality. However, identifying clusters is not an easy problem and in many
cases it is ill-posed. There are two types of clustering: hard and soft. In hard clustering, each point is assigned to one and only
one cluster, while in soft clustering each point has memberships (which have probabilistic interpretation in some cases) to multiple
clusters. LogicBlox supports three clustering methods,
• kmeans: a hard clustering method and the most popular clustering methods in machine learning
• mean-shift clustering: another hard clutering method that does not require the number of clusters to be pre-specified
• Non-Negative Matrix Factorization: a soft clustering method, and

1.7

Optimization in Machine Learning

Almost every problem in machine learning can be expressed as an optimization problem. There is a class of algorithms that can
be expressed as a convex problem in one of the following forms:
1. Least-squares problem
2. Linear program
3. Quadratic program
4. Semidefinite program
5. Mixed integer program
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However, there are though some differences between the Operations Research (OR) and ML approaches to optimization. In
machine learning:
1. Problems tend to be much larger in scale than OR problems.
2. Data points are often very noisy, so high accuracy in optimization does not make sense.
3. Model simplification appears more often than in OR.
4. We do not have complete access to all of the data, and often resort to online methods.
Because of the scale of the problems, off-the-shelf interior point optimizers are not always applicable. One popular solution is to
use an online method (stochastic gradient descent methods), which provides fast progress in the beginning but slows down as the
optimality point is approached. As mentioned previously, the exact optimum is not of great interest in many ML problems due to
the noisy nature of the data.
Since most business people have a strong background in optimization, we have expressed most of the algorithms as optimization
problems (see Expressing machine learning algorithms as optimization problems).
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2 | Machine Learning in LogiQL
To use machine learning methods, a LogicBlox workspace must be created using the switch, -lib BloxMLPack, with commandline lb create <workspacename>. Remember that if a workspace is created with -lib BloxMLPack option, and if
the code uses any of the machine learning algorithms, the subsequent calls to lb _must_ include -lib BloxMLPack option,
or an error will be reported. When using lb in the interactive mode, use the command loadLibrary BloxMLPack to make
the library available to the session.

2.1

Supported Methods

LogicBlox supports methods in the following categories: regression clustering, search, density estimation, classification, and
dimensionality reduction:
• Classification
– Kernel Density Estimation
– Naive Bayes classifier
– Non-parametric Bayes classifier
– K-nearest neighbor classifier
– Support vector machine
– Decision tree
– Hidden Markov model
– Histograms
• Regression
– Linear Regression
– Non-parametric Regression
– Mixture of experts
– Multi-time series prediction
– Factorization machines
• Clustering
– K-means
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– Mean-shift and approximate mean-shift clustering
– Spectral clustering
• Search
– Nearest neighbors
– Orthogonal range search
– Dynamic time-warping search
• Dimensionality Reduction Methods
– Singular value decomposition
– Ensemble singular value decomposition
– Maximum variance unfolding
– Non-negative matrix factorization
– Kernel principal componentanalysis
– Grouse
– Random projections
– Tensor factorization (PARFAC)
In the subsequent chapters, we describe the use of these methods. This document is a work-in-progress. We unfortunately do not
have, or have comprehensive, explainations of all the methods. We encourage readers to contact us at product@logicblox.com
for inquiries on additional details.

2.2

LogiQL Rules for Machine Learning

There are two ways to incoporate machine learning algorithms in your LogiQL rules:
• a high level abstraction that supports various methods using a syntax that’s conveniently designed for each method
• a low level interface that supports a generic syntax for all methods supported
Out of the 32 supported machine learning methods in LogicBlox, 23 of them are supported through the high level syntax abstraction. The rest can be invoked through the low level interface. We explain their use in the subsequent chapters. To give users a
flavor of how the high level interface differ from the low level, below is an example of invoking the kmeans using the high level
interface:

inCluster[item]=k,
cluster:y2009[k]=xx,
cluster:y2008[k]=yy,
cluster:y2007[k]=zz <kmeans<< item(item) for (x,y,z)
where k_clusters = {knumber};
cluster=k;
output={(xx,yy,zz)} >>
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amount2009[item]=x,
amount2008[item]=y,
amount2007[item]=z,
item(item).
In general, rules invoking a machine learning method through the low level interface has the following form:

output1[x1] = v1,
output2[x2,y2] = v2
mlpack<<method_name [options]>>
input1[_]=_, ...
The head of the rule defines a number of predicates where the machine learning algorithm outputs its results, while the body
of the rule lists a collection of predicates that supplies data for the machine learning algorithms. Inside the << >> marks the
user specifies the name of the machine learning algorithm, followed by method’s invocation options. For the method’s option
arguments, the user specifies a predicate reference which instructs the machine learning library to extract its tabular/vectorial data
from LogiQL predicates (in the body of the rule), and output the results into predicates in the head of the rule.
An example of the low-level interface is provided below (see documentation of K-means for explanation of the options of the
kmeans algorithm):

output[feature_id, cluster_id] = x ->
feature(feature_id), cluster(cluster_id), float(x).
output[j, feature_id] = x <mlpack<<kmeans --references_in=0,2,1,
--k_clusters=$4$,
--tree=balltree
--centroids_out=0,2,3>>
input_matrix[j,i] = v,
ml_points[i] = _,
ml_features[j] = _,
ml_cluster_id[clunter_id] = _,
num_clusters[] = nclusters.
Inputs to and outputs from machine learning algorithms described in this document can be tables (row and column indexed sets
of numbers), vectors (i.e., tables that have only one row or column), or scalar values.
In the example above, the predicate inputMatrix contains the tabular data where each column (j) represents a coordinate
of a multidimensional point, while each row (i) represents a distinct point in the table. The predicate ml_points[i]=_
contains the subset of points of inputMatrix that will be sent to the machine learning library. Similarly, the predicate
ml_features[j]=_ contains the set of valid coordinates (columns) of inputMatrix that will be sent to the machine learning library. The types of i and j must match that of the inputMatrix predicate.
Inside the << >> quotes, the --references_in=0,2,1 command line argument specifies a reference to the tabular input
predicate 0 (the number indicates the order in which the predicate appears on the right-hand-side of the rule, thus referring
to inputMatrix). Since input matrix is a predicate representing tabular data, the other two numbers 2 and 1 refer to the
predicates ml_features and ml_points. For predicates that store vector data, predicate references have the form m,n
where m refers the predicate containing a vector, and n refers to the predicate specifying the valid rows or columns. Predicates
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references to predicates containing scalar inputs are surrounded by dollar signs (as in $4$ above). Valid datatypes that can
be stored in predicates given as inputs to the machine learning algorithms include floating point numbers, integers, and strings
(usually used in singletons for command-line option values).
Once installed, the rule above listens to any changes to its right-hand side predicates, invokes the machine learning algorithm,
and outputs its results into the left-hand-side predicates.
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3 | Classification Methods
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3.1

Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines is one of the most successful classification algorithms. It is based on the revolutionary theory of kernel
learning. The main concept is that SVM tries to fit a hyperplane that optimally separates different classes of data. The hyperplane
can be linear or nonlinear.

3.1.1

Introduction

The support vector machine (SVM) algorithm is probably the most widely classification method. It is basically a form of linear
classifier. We are given the set of points R = {(x1 ; y1 ) · · · (xn ; yn )} whereeach yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the class label for the i-th point
xi ∈ RD . SVM learns a linear discriminant function ŷ(x) = sgn wT φ (x) + b for R where φ : RD → H is a mapping from the input
space to a feature space H . Here the learning implies computing w and b, the linear hyperplane that best separates the training
examples with the label -1 and the ones with the label 1. The mapping φ could be chosen explicitly, or implicitly induced by a
kernel function. More details will be available in this section.
The training set is said to be linearly separable when there exists a linear discriminant function whose sign matches the class of
all training examples:

ŷ(xi ) = yi , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n
A linearly separable data usually allows an infinite number of separating hyperplanes. Therefore, the hyperplane that maximizes
the margin is chosen to predict better on unseen examples. This optimum hyperplane is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1- The optimal hyperplane separates positive and negative examples with the maximal margin. The position of the hyperplane is solely determined by the few examples that are closest to it (the support vectors).
The following optimization problem expresses this choice:

1 2
w
2
sub ject to ∀i yi (wT φ (xi ) + b) ≥ 1
min ρ(w, b) =
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Directly solving this problem is difficult because the constraints are quite complex. The mathematical tool of choice for simplifying
this problem is the Lagrangian duality theory. This approach leads to solving the following dual problem:
n

max ρ(α) =

∑ αi

i=1

−

n

1
2

∑

yi αi y j α j φ (xi )T φ (x j )

i, j=1

(
sub ject to

∀i αi ≥ 0,
∑i yi αi = 0

The linear discriminant function can then be written as:
n

ŷ(x) = wT∗ x + b∗ = ∑ yi αi φ (xi )T φ (x) + b∗
i=1

The dual optimization problem and the linear discriminant function only involve the patterns x through the computation of dot
products in feature space. There is no need to compute the features phi(x) when one knows how to compute the dot products
directly and the resulting optimization problem is convex.
Instead of hand-choosing a feature function φ (x) , it has been proposed to directly choose a kernel function K(x; x0) that represents
a dot product φ (x)T φ (x0). K(x; x0) induces a mapping from the original input space to a possibly high-dimensional feature space.
Although the corresponding feature space could be infinite-dimensional, all computations can be performed without ever computing
a feature vector φ (x). Complex nonlinear classifiers are computed using the linear mathematics of the optimal hyperplanes and
this is referred to as the kernel trick.
Soft margins can be used in case the problem is noisy. The discussion for which is beyond the scope of this document. Please
refer to [steinwart2008support], [platt1999fast] for more information.

3.1.2

Computational Complexity

The number of support vectors finally produced by the optimization is the critical component of the computational cost of solving
the dual problem. Since the asymptotic number of support vectors grows linearly with the number of examples, the computational
cost of solving the SVM problem has both a quadratic and a cubic component. It grows at least like n2 when parameter C is small
and n3 when C is large. Empirical evidence shows that modern SVM solvers come close to these scaling laws.

3.1.3

Computing Kernels is Expensive

2
1. Kernels are expensive to compute. For example Gaussian kernel is e−γ(d ) , where d is the distance between 2 observations,
is an expensive operation taking many processor cycles.

2. The size of the kernel matrix is n2 . For even medium sized datasets storing this in memory becomes prohibitive.

3.1.4

SVM Optimization Techniques - Sequential Minimal Optimization

The most successful methods available today fall into the category of decomposition methods. They address the full-scale dual
problem by solving a sequence of smaller quadratic programming sub-problems. The method used in LogicBlox is one of the best
methods available today called Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) proposed by PLatt. The core of this method is that it uses
the smallest possible working set size, that is two elements and solves the corresponding optimization problem analytically. This
choice dramatically simplifies the decomposition method. The asymptotic convergence and finite termination properties of this
particular case of the decomposition method are very well understood.
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3.1.5

Speeding up SMO

There are various techniques that can be used to speed up SMO. Some are optimization algorithm independent while others are
specific to SMO. These have been implemented and are described below.
1. Working set selection. By picking the points that are close to the hypothesized boundary we can significantly reduce the
points needed for training. Also we reduce the number of support vectors, withoutsacrificing the accuracy.
2. Kernel Matrix caching: As mentioned before calculating kernel values is expensive. Kernel values are cached in memory to
save re-computation.
3. Shrinking: The shrinking technique reduces the size of the problem by temporarily eliminating variables that are unlikely
to be selected in the SMO working set because they have reached their lower or upper bound. The SMO iterations then
continue on the remaining variables. Shrinking reduces the number of kernel values needed to update the gradient vector.
The hit rate of the kernel cache is therefore improved.

3.1.6

Choosing the Parameters

3.1.7

Applications of SVMs in business

Support Vector Machines are becoming more and more successful in business applications,[min2005bankruptcy]_, [van-bayesian].

3.1.8

Supported Features

1. Two-class SVM with different costs per each class.

3.1.9

Planned Extensions

1. Crossvalidation.

3.1.10

Using SVM in LogiQL

SVM can be invoked through a LogiQL rule using the following directive:

mlpack<< svm [options] >>
Available options are:

--iterations arg (=10)
--margins_out arg
--alphas_out arg

--support_vectors_out arg

Number of iterations for SMO
The file to store the margins in when
task is eval.
The file to store the generated model’s
alphas when task is one of train or
train-test.
The file to store the generated model’s
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support vectors when the task is one of
train or train-test.
--alphas_in arg
The file containing the alpha
coefficients when task is one of test or
train-test.
--weights_in arg
The file containing the weights for the
Linear SVM Model.
--weights_out arg
The file to which the weights to the
linear SVM will be output.
--run_mode arg (=train)
One of train or eval
--regularization arg (=1)
SVM regularization parameter C. It must
be greater than 0.
--bandwidth arg (=0)
Sigma (bandwidth) for Gaussian kernel.
--bandwidth_overload_factor arg (=3) When it does sampling it searches for a
wider region to pick points
--queries_in arg
file containing the test points when
task is one of test or train-test.
--kernel arg (=gaussian)
The kernel to use. One of gaussian,
linear.
--references_in arg
REQUIRED. File containing the training
points when task is one of train or
train-test.
--labels_in arg
OPTIONAL file containing the labels of
points. if it is missing it assumes it
is coming from the references_in file
--accuracy arg (=0.001)
OPTIONAL. the precision for evaluating
the KKT conditions
--prediction_accuracy_out arg
OPTIONAL. the file to store the
prediction accuracy
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3.2

Decision Tree

Decision tree is a one of the most popular algorithms in machine learning/statistics. It can be used as a regression or classification
algorithm. One of its major advantages is interpretability of the model. Decision tree is a multidimensional tree that partitions the
data in such a way that eventually the leaves will contain mainly data points that come from the same class. Of course that is not
always possible but the goal is to find a partition that makes sure points from different classes are not in the same leaf. When a
new point arrives the tree is traversed to the corresponding leaf. A class label is assigned according to the majority of the labels
of the points in the leaf. So the decision tree can be used as a classifier, but there is a useful information in the tree (the model).
It provides information about relationships of the dimensions of the data that correlates them with the class label. For example
the result will be something of the form “If height is lest than 2m and weight is between 100 pounds and 150 pounds and blood
pressure is larger than 13.6 then the patient will get cancer”.
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3.3

Kernel Density Estimation and Non-parametric Bayes Classifier

Estimating a probability density function is one of the fundamental tasks in statistical inference. A probability density function of a
continuous random variable describes the relative likelihood of the variable at each point in the observation space. In general, a
point with a low probability density represents a rare event, which in some cases corresponds to an outlier. The probability density
of a point can also be used to decide if it belongs to certain class of points.
Our implementation offers several important features:
• Fast computation of kde for big query and reference dataset with trees.
• Approximate computation of KDE based on a time budget (progressive mode)
• Approximate computation of KDE with deterministic error bounds
• Approximate computation of KDE with probabilistic error bounds
• Automatic bandwidth selection
• Gaussian and Epanechnikov kernel support
• Non-parametric Bayes classifier based on KDE
Kernel density estimation (KDE) is the most widely used and studied nonparametric density estimation method. The “model” is
the reference dataset R , containing the reference points indexed by natural numbered. In addition, assume a local kernel function
Kh (·) centered upon each reference point, and its scale parameter h (the “bandwidth”). The common choices for kernels include
the Gaussian:
2 /(2h2 )

Kh (x) = e−||x||

and the Epanechnikov kernel:

(
1 − ||x||2 /h2 , x ≤ h
Kh (x) =
0, x > h

.

We are given the query dataset, which contains query points whose densities we want to predict. The density estimate at the i-th
query point qi ∈ Q is:

1
1
fˆh (qi ) =
Kh (qi − r j )
|R| r ∑
V
∈R Dh
j

where ||qi − r j || denotes the Euclidean distance between the i-th query point qi and the j-th reference point r j , D the dimenR
sionality of the data, |R| the size of the reference dataset, and VDh =
Kh (z)dz, a normalizing constant depending on D and
z∈RD

h.
To summarize:
1. Input: The set of reference points (observation points), the set of query points for which the probability densities need to be
predicted, and the bandwidth value h.
2. Output: The density estimates for each query point, fˆ(qi ).
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Figure 3.1: One-dimensional kernel density estimation example. There are six Gaussians with the bandwidth 0.5 centered at
x = −2.1, −1.3, −0.5, 1.9, 5.1, 6.2. The KDE estimate at the given x is obtained by dividing the Gaussian contributions of each of
the six Gaussians by the number of Gaussians, which is 6 (courtesy wikipedia).

A histogram, for example, can be seen as a kernel density estimator for which the kernel is the width of the histogram bin.
Note that the kernel density estimator produces density estimates from a “smoothed” version of the underlying probability density function; this is due to the effects of the local kernel function centered at each reference point. Nevertheless, with no assumptions on the true underlying distribution, given only that h → 0 and |R|h → ∞ and that some mild conditions on K(·),
R
fˆh (x) − f (x) dx → 0 as |R| → ∞ with probability 1. As more data are observed, the estimate converges to the true probability
density estimates.

3.3.1

Choosing the Right Bandwidth

In order to build our model for evaluating the densities at each query point qi ∈ Q , we need to find the initially unknown asymptotically optimal bandwidth h∗ for the given reference dataset R . There are two main types of cross-validation methods for selecting
the asymptotically optimal bandwidth. Cross-validation methods use the reference dataset R as the query dataset Q , effectively
setting Q = R .
1. Likelihood cross-validation is derived by minimizing the Kullback-Liebler divergence
score: CVLK (h) =

1
|R|

R

p(x) log

p(x)
dx,
fˆh (x)

which yields the

∑ log fˆh,− j (r j ) where the − j subscript denotes an estimate using all |R| points except the j-th

r j ∈R

∗
reference point. The bandwidth hCV
that maximizes CVLK (h) is an asymptotically optimal bandwidth in likelihood cross
LK
validation sense.
2
R
2. Least-squares cross-validation minimizes the integrated squared error
fˆh (x) − p(x) dx, yielding the score CVLS (h) =
1
|R|


∑
r j ∈R


fˆ√2h,− j (r j ) − 2 fˆh,− j (r j ) . Note that the first term in the summation, fˆ√2h,− j (·) is evaluated using the convolution

of the kernel with itself Kh (·) ∗ Kh (·)√
. For the Gaussian kernel with bandwidth of h, the convolution kernel Kh (·) ∗ Kh (·) is the
Gaussian kernel with bandwidth of 2h.
A simple optimization for choosing the optimal bandwidth can be done by doing a simple grid search of log-scaled values. Typically,
we start from a very large bandwidth value hover as the upper bound and start decreasing the value until the minimum threshold
is reached. For example, the upper bound can be chosen to be half of the diagonal length of the bounding box of the reference
set. The minimum threshold is chosen to be five orders of magnitude below the over smoothing bandwidth (that is, 10−5 of the
∗
initial upper bounding bandwidth). For the likelihood cross-validation, we choose the bandwidth hCV
∈ [10−5 hover , hover ] that
LK

∗
maximizes the likelihood score. For the least-squares cross-validation, we choose the bandwidth hCV
∈ [10−5 hover , hover ] that
LS
minimizes the least-squares score.

Note that both cross-validation scores require |R| density estimates, each of which is based on |R| − 1 points. This results in
a brute-force computational cost scaling quadratically (that is O(|R|2 )). Furthermore, nonparametric methods require a large
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number of reference points for convergence to the true underlying distribution; this has prevented many practitioners from applying
nonparametric methods for function estimation.

3.3.2

Making KDE fast

We can use multidimensional trees to overcome the computational bottlenecks mentioned in the previous section. Ordering
the points on a tree such as kd-tree or ball-tree performance can accelerate the computation by several orders of magnitude.
Depending on how we order the query/reference points, we get the following algorithms:
1. Single tree algorithm: Ordering the reference points on a tree. The complexity is O(N log N).
2. Dual tree algorithm: Ordering query and reference points on a tree. The complexity is empirically O(N).
For more references, please see [lee2009fhd], [lee2006fgs], [lee2006dtf], [gray2003rem], [gray2003nde], [gray2001nbp].

3.3.3

LogicBlox Implementation of KDE

The combination of the following features are supported in the current implementation:
1. Single tree algorithm or dual-tree algorithm.
2. Progressive computation of density estimates (see examples).
3. Kernel density estimates using the Euclidean metric and the weighted Euclidean metric. The density estimates using the
weighted Euclidean metric is given by:

1
1
Kh,w (qi − r j )
fˆh (qi ) =
∑
|R| r ∈R VDh
j

where for the Gaussian kernel:
D

− ∑ wi (qi −r j )2 /(2h2 )

Kh,w (qi − r j ) = e

i=1

and the Epanechnikov kernel:




1 − D w (q − r )2 /h2 , D w (q − r )2 ≤ h2
∑ i i
∑ i i
j
j
Kh,w (qi − r j ) =
i=1
i=1

0, otherwise
Note that the case w = (1, 1, · · · , 1) corresponds to the Euclidean metric.

3.3.4

Planned Extensions of Kernel Density Estimation Implemented

The following features are currently missing and will be supported in the future releases.
1. Supporting more spatial data indices that adapt better to high-dimensional datasets, such as cover-trees [beygelzimer2006cover].
2. Automatic bandwidth selection based on likelihood cross-validation score and least-squares cross validation score for the
weighted Euclidean metric, which subsumes the usual Euclidean metric.
3. Probabilistic approximations of density estimates using Monte Carlo techniques [lee2009fhd].
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3.3.5

Using KDE in LogiQL

3.3.5.1

High-Level Interface

To call the KDE algorithm from LogiQL, the user can use the following high level interface:

HeadOfRule <ked<< input(store,week) from reference for (x,y,z) where options >>
where input and reference is the name of two binary predicates (they may be a same predicate) representing the training
and reference set of points. Points are repsented by a tuple of variables bound on the right-hand side, e.g., (store,week)
which should be also arguments to input and reference. The tuple (x,y,z) constists of vairables bound on the right hand
side of the kde rules and describes a set of features.
To understand the kde predicate mapping, let us look at a concrete example:

bandwidth[]=v -> float[64](v).
ndensity[date,sku,serie]=d-> date(date),sku(sku),serie(serie),float[64](d).
ndensity[date,sku,serie]=d <kde<<input(date,sku,serie) from input for (x,y,z)
where kernel=epan;
bandwidth={bandwidth}>>
w0[date,sku,serie]=x,w1[date,sku,serie]=y,w2[date,sku,serie]=z,
input(date,sku,serie).
The computed funcitional predicate ndensity must have the same key type as the input points (above the same key structure as
the input predicate), and must have a float[64] value. It contains the density value for each point in the input predicate,
computed based on the KDE algorithm run on the points in the reference predicate.
The options supported are the same as the ones listed below for the low level interface.

3.3.5.2

Low-Level Interface

KDE can also be used from LogiQL through the following directive:

mlpack<< kde [options] >>
Available options are:

--references_in arg

--queries_in arg

REQUIRED a colon separated list with files
containing reference data, if you want to run
kda, you can provide more than one references
files. Each reference file will contain files
from the same class. ie for a two class
problem: --references_in=a_class.csv:b_class.c
sv
OPTIONAL file containing query positions. If
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omitted, KDE computes the leave-one-out density
at each reference point.
--queries_labels_in arg
OPTIONAL file containing the labels of the
query points. If you provide labels for the
query points then an accuracy score of KDA will
be generated based on these labels
--densities_out arg
OPTIONAL file to store computed densities.
--kernel arg (=epan)
Kernel function used by KDE. One of:
epan, gaussian
--bandwidth arg
REQUIRED (if --bandwidth_selection is not set)
kernel bandwidth, if you set
--bandwidth_selection flag, then the
--bandwidth will be ignored.
--kda_bandwidths arg
REQUIRED a colon or comma separated list of the
bandwidths for every class, ie for a two class
problem --kda_bandwidths=0.4,1.3
--bandwidth_selection arg
OPTIONAL The method used for optimizing the
bandwidth.Available options: plugin,
monte_carlo
--auc arg (=1)
OPTIONAL if this flag is set true then it
computes the Area Under Curve (AUC) score
--auc_label arg (=0)
OPTIONAL in a multiclass problem where we want
to compute the Area Under Curve (AUC), this
label defines the class against all others
--roc_out arg
OPTIONAL file for exporting the ROC curve
--probability arg (=1)
Probability guarantee for the approximation of
KDE.
--relative_error arg (=0.01) Relative error for the approximation of KDE.
--metric arg (=l2)
Metric function used by KDE. One of:
l2, weighted_l2
--metric_weights_in arg
A file containing weights for use with
--metric=weighted_l2
--dense_sparse_scale arg (=1) The scaling factor for the sparse part of
--point=dense_sparse or --point=dense_categoric
al for use with --metric=weighted_l2
--algorithm arg (=dual)
Algorithm used to compute densities. One of:
dual, single
--tree arg (=kdtree)
Tree structure used by KDE. One of:
kdtree, balltree
--iterations arg (=-1)
KDE can run in either batch or progressive
mode. If --iterations=i is omitted, KDE
computes approximatesly to completion;
otherwise, it terminates after i progressive
refinements.
--num_lbfgs_restarts arg (=1) OPTIONAL The number of restarts for L-BFGS
optimizer used for Monte Carlo-based bandwidth
optimizer.
--num_line_searches arg (=5) OPTIONAL The number of line seaches used for
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--result_out arg

--priors arg

3.3.6

L-BFGS optimizer.
A file to export the results of KDA. KDA is a
classification method So it outputs the labels
of the winning class for every query point.
Labels are enumerated in an ascending order, so
if you set the following flags
--references_in=classA.txt,classB.txt,classC.tx
t then KDA will classify each query point
according to the maximum KDE score with respect
to each reference file. If KDE for point i
computed on classC.txt has the higher score,
then the ith row of the result_out file will be
2, if the highest KDE score is classA.txt then
it will be 0 The ordering of the classes
depends on the way they appear in the command
line, so the first references_in that appears
will be class 0, the next class 1 and so on
OPTIONAL This is the priors for using KDA, It
is a comma or colon separated listIf you omit
it, then the program assumes equal priors for
every class. For example --priors=0.2,0.8

Examples

If you try to compute the KDE with the Gaussian Kernel exactly, by setting --relative_error=0 it will be too slow. But you
can compute KDE exactly if you use the Epanechnikov kernel which has finite support:

//for input dataset
point(x) -> .
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
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a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
densities[p] = den -> float[64](den), point(p).
densities[i] = den <mlpack<<kde
--references_in=0,2,1
--queries_in=0,2,1
--bandwidth=1
--tree=balltree
--kernel=epan //limited support
--densities_out=0,1>>
inputMatrix[j, i]=_,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=_.
An interesting feature of this program is that it can compute KDE in a progressive mode. If you need to compute KDE in a crude
way then you need to set the --iteration flag to something positive. The program does not recurse exhaustively, but it makes
sure that it will visit at most “iteration” number of leaves for every query point. Try the following:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
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ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
output_helper(x), output_helper:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
ml_output_helper[x]=ohId -> output_helper(x), uint[32](ohId).
ml_output_helper[x]=ohId <- output_helper(x), output_helper:id(x:ohId).
densities[q, p] = den -> float[64](den), point(p), output_helper(q).
densities[k, i] = den <mlpack<<kde
--references_in=0,2,1
--bandwidth=1
--tree=balltree
--iteration=2
--densities_out=0,3,1>>
inputMatrix[j, i]=v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=jname,
ml_output_helper[k]=_.
Notice that the second instance finished faster. If you now compare densities1 and densities2; you will notice that the densities
in densities1 are greater than or equal to densities2, this is because the algorithm didn’t have enough time to refine them in the
second instance. In reality, the densities in the second file are very close to the ones in the first. This indicates that for certain
applications where we can accommodate errors, we can save a lot of time.
In this case we provide the same file as --references_in and --queries_in, and the algorithm will treat the query points
distinctively. Therefore, every time it computes the density for every point in the query set, it will also consider itself which also
exists in the reference set.

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) ->uint[32](id) .
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
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inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
output_helper(x), output_helper:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
ml_output_helper[x]=ohId -> output_helper(x), uint[32](ohId).
ml_output_helper[x]=ohId <- output_helper(x), output_helper:id(x:ohId).
densities[q, p] = den -> float[64](den), point(p), output_helper(q).
densities[k, i] = den <mlpack<<kde
--references_in=0,2,1
--queries_in=0,2,1
--bandwidth=1
--densities_out=0,3,1>>
inputMatrix[j, i]=v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=jname,
ml_output_helper[k]=_.
The program supports two computational algorithms: the dual tree and the single tree. In most cases, the dual tree is faster
than the single tree. As the dimensionality goes high and the dataset becomes more pathological, the single tree might be faster.
However, on good datasets, dual tree should be faster.

//for input dataset
point(x) -> .
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
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inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
densities[p] = den -> float[64](den), point(p).
densities[i] = den <mlpack<<kde
--references_in=0,2,1
--bandwidth=1
--algorithm=single
--densities_out=0,1>>
inputMatrix[j, i]=v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=jname.
The kde program has much more power if you set some extra flags. It supports two types of trees: kd-trees and metric-trees. If
you have low dimensional data, kd-trees tend to behave better. If your data are high dimensional, metric trees might run faster.
There is not a hard rule for which to use; in practice, you should try both of them and see which one runs faster. For example:
If you have a sparse dataset, don’t forget to use the --point flag:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
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inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
output_helper(x), output_helper:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
ml_output_helper[x]=ohId -> output_helper(x), uint[32](ohId).
ml_output_helper[x]=ohId <- output_helper(x), output_helper:id(x:ohId).
densities[q, p] = den -> float[64](den), point(p), output_helper(q).
densities[k, i] = den <mlpack<<kde
--references_in=0,2,1
--queries_in=0,2,1
--bandwidth=1
--tree=balltree
--point=sparse
--densities_out=0,3,1>>
inputMatrix[j, i]=v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=jname,
ml_output_helper[k]=_.
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4 | Regression Methods
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4.1

Linear Regression

Linear regression is the simplest model for predicting a target attribute from other attributes. For example we might want to predict
the stock market index from the temperature, the air-pollution level and the highway traffic. We could train a linear regression
model from historical data. Obviously the accuracy of the predictor wouldn’t be high. Just finding a linear model that has high
accuracy is not always what we want. Interpretability of the prediction over the factors (temperature, air-pollution etc) is very
important too. For example we would like to eliminate factors that are not contributing to the prediction. Stepwise regression and
LASSO are two different ways for eliminating factors.

4.1.1

Introduction

Linear regression models the relationship between a group of regressors (predictors) X1 , · · · X p and the regress and (prediction
values) y, using a linear fit. Given a data set {yi , xi1 , · · · , xip }ni=1 , the model takes the following form:

y = Xβ + ε
where

 
 0
 
 
ε1
x1
y1
β
1
ε2 
x0 
y2 
2
 
 
 
 
y =  .  , X =  .  , β =  ...  , ε =  . 
 .. 
 .. 
 .. 
βp
0
εn
xn
yn
X is called the design matrix and one could include the bias term by appending a constant 1 vector to X , that is to add xi0 = 1 for
i = 1, · · · n. In this case, the model has an additional coefficient such that β = (β0 , β1 , · · · , β p )0 . By default, the bias coefficient is
included in the output model in the implemented code but can be excluded by specifying the “–exclude_bias_term” flag.
The input to the implementation is a matrix with each column with a feature name. The features that comprise each column of the
design matrix X are chosen by:
1. Removing one feature for each prefix specified by the --remove_index_prefixes command line argument.
2. Removing the feature chosen for the prediction training (regress and) specified by the --prediction_index_prefix.
3. If --exclude_bias_term flag is not specified, then the column of all 1s is added to the design matrix.
The following assumptions are required:
1. The design matrix X is of full column rank. Otherwise, β is not uniquely defined, leading to numerical instability.
2. εi is an independent Gaussian noise.
3. The predictors xi are error-free.
If the design matrix is of full rank, one way of computing the linear model β is to use the ordinary least squares:

β̂ = (X 0 X)−1 X 0 y
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4.1.2

Feature Selection

If the full column rank assumption is not satisfied, we resort to feature selection, which removes redundant predictor features.
LogicBlox contains an implementation of linear regression with the following feature selection algorithms:

• Correlation-based feature pruning.
• Backward elimination with VIF criterion.
• Bidirectional stepwise regression based on the AIC criterion.
• LASSO for a fixed value of regularization parameter λ .

Before running the feature selection, certain features known to be linearly dependent on others can be taken out of consideration via the option --remove_index_prefixes. The list of features with names beginning with prefixes that need to
be tested for linear dependence is specified by --prune_predictor_index_prefixes. Note that the features in the
--prune_predictor_index_prefixes are a subset of the features used as the predictors. The predictor features in
the “–prune_predictor_index_prefixes” are considered for removal in correlation-based pruning and backward elimination with VIF
criteria.

4.1.2.1

Correlation-Based Pruning

The interdependence between one feature and another can be measured by the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient,
which can be thought of as a normalized measure of covariance. It is defined for the feature X1 and X2 :

ρX1 ,X2 =

cov(X1 , X2 ) E[(X1 − µX1 )(X2 − µX2 )]
=
σX1 σX2
σX1 σX2

where µX1 , µX2 are expected values and σX1 , σX2 are population variances of X1 and X2 respectively.
Given a data set {yi , xi1 , · · · , xip }ni=1 , the corresponding sample correlation coefficient is defined as:
n

∑ (X1,i − X¯1 )(X2,i − X¯2 )
rX1 ,X2 =

i=1

(n − 1)sX1 sX2

N

N

N

N

i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

2
2
1
1
where X¯1 = N1 ∑ X1,i and X¯2 = N1 ∑ X2,i are sample means and sX1 = N−1
∑ (X1,i − X¯1 ) and sX2 = N−1
∑ (X2,i − X¯2 ) are

sample variances of X1 and X2 respectively.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it can be shown that |rX1 ,X2 | ≤ 1. A sample correlation coefficient close to 1 implies an
increasing linear relationship, while being close to -1 implies a decreasing linear relationship. A sample correlation coefficient
close to 0 implies a lack of correlation (but does not imply independence unless X1 and X2 are jointly Gaussian).
This pruning method is computationally cheaper than the backward elimination with VIF criteria or the bidirectional stepwise
regression; the variances of each feature and the covariances of each pair of features can be precomputed and do not involve
matrix-inversion.
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4.1.2.1.1

Using Correlation-based Pruning

Correlation-based pruning is optional, and can be enabled via the option --correlation_pruning. The algorithm computes
the sample correlation coefficient between each feature selected by the list of --prune_predictor_index_prefixes,
and each predictor feature in the list. The threshold for high correlation is specified by --correlation_threshold. Features
specified using --prune_predictor_index_prefixes will be eliminated if any of the correlation coefficients exceed this
threshold.

4.1.2.2

Backward Elimination with VIF Selection

Backward elimination with variance inflation factor (VIF) selection is preceded optionally by the correlation-pruning described in
the previous section. VIF is a method of quantifying the degree of collinearity. For example, suppose we have the following
regression equation with k independent variables: Y = β0 + β1 X1 + · · · + βk Xk + ε . Then the variance inflation factor for β̂i is given
by regressing the rest of the variables X j for j 6= i against Xi .

Xi = c0 + ∑ α j X j + e
j6=i

and computing the following

V IF(β̂i ) =

1
1 − R2i

where Ri is the coefficient of determination.
The feature elimination algorithm consists of the two nested loops shown below; the inner loop takes the current set of features that
have to be considered for pruning and regresses one of the features at a time against the rest and computes its VIF. If the maximum
VIF, after the termination of the inner loop is more than the pre-specified threshold (provided through the --vif_threshold
command line argument), then the feature with the corresponding VIF is eliminated. The outer loop continues either until there
are only two features in the prune set or the inner loop fails to find a feature with a large VIF. The following is the pseudocode for
the algorithm:
VIFSelection: VIF based backward elimination.
Input: The list of features FI , the list of features that you want to consider pruning FP ⊆ FI
, and the variance inflation threshold vthreshold .
Output: The list of features FO after the VIF selection.

FO ← FI , FP0 ← FP
d ← false
while |FP0 | > 2 and d == false
vmax ← 0
for f ∈ Fp0
Regress FP0 \{ f } against f and computes the coefficient of determination R f
1
v ← 1−R
2
f

vmax ← max{vmax , v}
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endfor
if vmax > vthreshold

FO ← FO \{ f }, FP0 ← FP0 \{ f }
else

d ← true
endif
endwhile
return FO
The runtime analysis is as follows. Here we assume that the number of points is greater than the dimension.
1. Full QR decomposition on the design matrix X (the original data with 1 appended to it.) The design matrix is N by (D + 1),
where N is the number of points and D is the dimensionality. Project the regression target training values onto the subspace
Q, to get QT y. This step takes O(N(D + 1)2 ) for QR, and QT y operation takes O(kN), where k <= (D + 1) is the rank of
the data.
2. In VIF selection, we regress each variable in the active set against every other variable in the same set. We start with
k <= D + 1 active variables. This means removing a column from each currently running R factor, and requiring a series
of Givens rotations to maintain the upper triangularity. Each loo computation costs O(k2 ), where k <= D + 1. This step
can repeat for (D − 2) times at max, so the entire VIF selection method can take O(V D2 ), where V is the number of total
iteration in VIF selection.
Our implementation, which runs in O(ND2 + V D3 ), is therefore more efficient than an implementation script that is based on R,
which requires separate computations of least-squares solution within the inner loop of the algorithm and runs in O(V ND3 ).

4.1.2.3

Stepwise Regression

Stepwise regression is a greedy feature selection algorithm. It starts with a set of features and considers an action of adding a
feature from the set of inactive features and removing a feature from the currently active set of features. The decision of whether
to add or remove is based on the maximization of the fitness of the linear model, for which AIC, BIC and F-test criterion is widely
used. The implementation is given below.
StepwiseRegression: Bidirectional stepwise regression using the AIC criterion.
Input: The list of features FI .
Output: The list of features FO after stepwise feature selection.

Amin ← ∞
d ← false
FINACT IV E ← 0,
/ FACT IV E ← FI
while d == false
b ← UNDEFINED, Acurmin ← ∞, fbest ← UNDEFINED
for f ∈ FINACT IV E
A ← AIC score of FACT IV E ∪ { f }
if A < Acurmin
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fbest ← f , Acurmin ← A
endif
endfor
for f ∈ FACT IV E

A ← AIC score of FACT IV E \{ f }
if A < Acurmin
fbest ← f , Acurmin ← A
endif
endfor
if Acurmin < Amin

Amin ← Acurmin
if b == ADD
FACT IV E ← FACT IV E ∪ { fbest }, FINACT IV E ← FINACT IV E \{ fbest }
else

FACT IV E ← FACT IV E \{ fbest }, FINACT IV E ← FINACT IV E ∪ { fbest }
endif
else

d ← true
endif
endwhile
return FACT IV E
The speedup result of our implementation is based on the fast QR decomposition update used in the implementation of VIF
selection method. Each computation of the fitness of the linear model in the inner loop requires solving a linear system. A naive
implementation would take O(ND2 ) per each linear system solving. Noting that |FACT IV E ∪ FINACT IV E | = D, each outer loop
requires D linear system solving, resulting in O(ND3 ) computation and O(SND3 ) for overall runtime where S is the number of
outer loop iteration. Our implementation requires O(SD3 ).

4.1.2.4

LASSO

LASSO is a linear regression with L1 norm penalty on the the learned vector β and is the solution of the following optimization
problem:

min λ ||β ||1 +

β ∈RD

1 N
∑ (yi − β T xi )2
N i=1

Many optimizers can be used to solve the L1 regularized problem stated above; the implementation currently in MLPACK is based
on the Gauss-Seidel optimizer [shevade2003simple].

4.1.3

Using Linear Regression in LogiQL

4.1.3.1

High-Level LogiQL Interface

Linear Regression has a LB higher-level interface of the form:
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constantCoeff[] = C,
coefficient[]=A <regression<< y ~ A * x + C >>
y:input[p] = y,
x:input[p] = x.
Inside of « ... », the linear regression formula is specified. For each point p, we observe values x and y and infer a linear
coefficient A, which is then stored in predicate coefficientA.
The complete LogiQL code sample that accompanies the rule above is as follows:

x:value(x), x:value:id(x:y) -> int[32](y).
lang:ordered(‘x:value).
noise[x]=v -> x:value(x), float[64](v).
/*
Input to regression is
y:input(x) = 3 *
where noise 0 <=
where x samples are in
0 <= x <= 1000

defined as:
|x| + noise[x]
noise[x] <= 1.
the range of

*/
y:input[x]=v -> x:value(x), float[64](v).
y:input[x]=v <- v = (3.0 * int32:float64:convert[x:value:id[x]] + noise[x]).
y:input:no:noise[x]=v -> x:value(x), float[64](v).
y:input:no:noise[x]=v <- v = y:input[x]-noise[x].
x:input[x]=v -> x:value(x), float[64](v).
x:input[x]=v <- x:value(x), int32:float64:convert[x:value:id[x]]=v.
/* Regression model */
constantCoeff[]=v -> float[64](v).
coefficientA[]=v -> float[64](v).
/*
The model inferred by the regression is computed as:
y:output(x) = coefficientA * |x| + constantCoeff
*/
//Regression
constantCoeff[]=C,
coefficientA[]=A <regression << y ~ A * x + C where debugName=model >>
y:input[p]=y, x:input[p]=x.
y:output[x]=v -> x:value(x), float[64](v).
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y:output[x]=v <v = coefficientA[] * int32:float64:convert[x:value:id[x]]
+ constantCoeff[].
4.1.3.2

Low-level LogiQL Interface

To use regression through the low level interface, use the following in your rules:

mlpack<< regression [options] >>
Available options:

--algorithm arg (=fast)

The type of algorithm to use: One of
fast, naive
--conf_prob arg (=0.90000000000000002)
Specifies the probability converage of
the confidence intervals.
--exclude_bias_term arg (=0)
If present, the bias term will not be
included in the linear model.
--equality_constraints_in arg
data file containing the equality
constraints. If present, the linear
model will be adjusted according to
this constraint.
--ineq_in arg
table that has the inequalities, the
same form of references_in
--ineq_rhs_column arg (=0)
The column of the ineq_in table that
will be the right hand side of the
constraints
--ineq_rhs_in arg
If you declare --ineq_rhs_column=-1
then you can use --ineq_rhs_in to load
the targets
--queries_in arg
data file containing the test set to be
evaluated on the --run_mode=eval mode.
--references_in arg
data file containing the predictors and
the predictions
--check_columns arg (=0)
checks if a column has all the same
value. It removes it from the
regression
--remove_index_prefixes arg
The list of strings, each of which
denotes the prefix that should be
removed from the consideration of
predictor set. We remove one feature
for each prefix.
--prune_predictor_index_prefixes arg The list of strings, each of which
denotes the prefix that should be
included in the consideration of
variance inflation factor based
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pruning.
The index for which should be used as
the prediction. It can be a label of
the table attributes. If it cannot be
found in the references_in labels then
it will try to interpret it as the
index of the attribute i.e. 0,1,...
--correlation_pruning arg (=0)
If present, the correlation coefficient
should be used for initial pruning.
--ineq_lsi arg (=0)
Solving regression with inequality
constraints Minimize ||Ex-f|| subject
to Gx >= h
--ineq_nnls arg (=0)
Solving regression with inequality
constraints Minimize ||Ex-f|| subject
to x >= 0
--ineq_ldp arg (=0)
Solving regression with inequality
constraints Minimize ||x|| subject to
Gx >= h
--tolerance arg (=1.0000000000000001e-05)
When solving regression with inequality
constraints the tolerance is the
minimum value for a coefficient to be
considered zero
--vif_pruning arg (=0)
if present then it will do vif pruning
--stepwise arg (=0)
If present, the stepwise regression
should be used after VIF selection.
--stepdirection arg (=bidir)
The direction of stepwise regression:
One of
bidir, forward, backward
--input_coeffs arg
The input file for the coefficients
--input_coeffs_bias_term_index arg
The index position of the bias term if
present in the input coefficients.
--coeffs_out arg
The output file for the coefficients
--standard_errors_out arg
The output file for the standard errors
--conf_los_out arg
The output file for the lower bound for
the confidence intervals
--conf_his_out arg
The output file for the upper bound for
the confidence intervals
--t_values_out arg
The output file for the t values
--p_values_out arg
The output file for the p values
--adjusted_r_squared_out arg
The output file for the adjusted
r-squared value
--f_statistic_out arg
The output file for the f-statistics
--r_squared_out arg
The output file for the r-squared value
--sigma_out arg
The output file for the sigma
--correlation_threshold arg (=0.90000000000000002)
During the correlation pruning, each
attribute will be pruned if it has
--prediction_index_prefix arg
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absolute correlation factor more than
this value with any other attributes.
--stepwise_threshold arg (=2.2250738585072014e-308)
A minimum required improvement in the
score needed during stepwise regression
in order to continue the selection.
--vif_threshold arg (=8)
During the pruning stage via variance
inflation factor, each attribute will
be pruned if the threshold exceeds this
value.
--run_mode arg (=train)
Linear regression as every machine
learning algorithm has two modes, the
training and the evaluations. When you
set this flag to --run_mode=train it
will find the set of coefficients. Once
you have found these coefficients and
you want to predict on a new set of
points, you should run it in the
--run_mode=eval. Of course you should
provide the data to be evaluated over
the linear regression coefficients, by
setting the --queries_in flag
appropriately.

4.1.4

Using LASSO in LogiQL

LASSO is available only through the low level interface, and can be included in your rules using the following directive:

mlpack<< lasso [options] >>
Available options:

--references_in arg
--prediction_column arg
--regularization arg
--target_column arg

--remove_column arg

--violation_tolerance arg (=0.0001)

data file containing the predictors and
the predictions
The index for which should be used as
the prediction.
The regularization parameter
The feature with the specified prefix
is chosen to be the prediction index.
If missing, it will default to the
zero-th feature
The list of strings, each of which
denotes the prefix that should be
removed from the consideration of
predictor set. We remove one feature
for each prefix.
if a violation is less than this value
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then it is considered as zero
if the percentage change of the
gradient norm is less than this value
then the algorithm terminates
--iterations arg (=100)
maximum number of iterations to execute
optimization
--coefficients_out arg (=coefficients.txt)
The output file for coefficients.
--initial_coefficients arg (=1)
0: ridge regression solution, 1: zero
vector
--log arg
A file to receive the log, or omit for
stdout.
--loglevel arg (=debug)
Level of log detail. One of:
debug: log everything
verbose: log messages and warnings
warning: log only warnings
silent: no logging
--gradient_tolerance arg (=0.01)

4.1.5

Examples

4.1.5.1

Using Linear Regression High Level Interface

The following examples shows the use of linear regression in LogiQL.

//for input dataset
point(x) -> .
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//populate the features (dataset dependent)
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//populates the iterations entity
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
//For regression algorithms only
//entity representing the coefficients
//For now just has one member more than the
//features entity.
coefficient(jj), coefficient:name(jj:n) ->string(n).
//populate the input matrix
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
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inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
iteration(iters).
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <b[i]=vb, feature:name(jb:"b"), iteration(iters).
//points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = iname -> iteration(iters), point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i, iters] = true <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _.
//features predicates
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
//coefficients predicates
ml_coefficients[c, iters] = cname -> coefficient(c), string(cname), iteration(iters).
ml_coefficients[c, iters] = cname <- coefficient:name(c:cname), iteration(iters).
//iterations predicates
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//output predicates for the regression algorithm
confidenceLows[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
confidenceHighs[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelCoefficients[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelStandardErrors[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelTStatistics[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelPValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelFStatistics[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelAdjustedRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=val
->
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coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelSigmaValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
//Actual regression call
confidenceLows[coeffs, iters]=loVal,
confidenceHighs[coeffs, iters]=hiVal,
modelCoefficients[coeffs, iters]=modVa,
modelStandardErrors[coeffs, iters]=stdErrVal,
modelTStatistics[coeffs, iters]=tVal,
modelPValues[coeffs, iters]=pVal,
modelAdjustedRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=arsVal,
modelFStatistics[coeffs, iters]=fVal,
modelRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=rsVal,
modelSigmaValues[coeffs, iters]=sVal<mlpack<<4 regression
--references_in=0,2,1
--stepwise
--remove_index_prefixes="a"
--prune_predictor_index_prefixes=$2$
--prediction_index_prefix="a"
--output_coeffs=2,3
--output_conf_los=0,3
--output_conf_his=1,3
--output_standard_errors=3,3
--output_t_values=4,3
--output_p_values=5,3
--output_adjusted_r_squared=6,3
--output_f_statistic=7,3
--output_r_squared=8,3
--output_sigma=9,3>>
inputMatrix[j, i , iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_coefficients[coeffs, iters] = coeffsName,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.

Note args with "prefixes" work on labels. Labels are now provided in _ml_features, which doubles as identifying what entity values
are active in inputMatrix Also note argstring x,x,x for matrix inputs/outputs and x,x for vectors Leading x is an input if read and
output if written; trailing x’s are always inputs
4.1.5.2

More Advanced Examples

The following is a more advanced example of how to call the regression from LB.

//for input dataset
point(x) -> .
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x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//populate the features (dataset dependent)
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//populates the iterations entity
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) ->uint[32](id).
//For regression algorithms only
//entity representing the coefficients
//For now just has one member more than the
//features entity.
coefficient(jj), coefficient:name(jj:n) ->string(n).
//populate the input matrix
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).

//points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = iname -> iteration(iters), point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i, iters] = true <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _.
//features predicates
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
//coefficients predicates
ml_coefficients[c, iters] = cname -> coefficient(c), string(cname), iteration(iters).
ml_coefficients[c, iters] = cname <- coefficient:name(c:cname), iteration(iters).
//iterations predicates
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
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ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//output predicates for the regression algorithm
confidenceLows[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
confidenceHighs[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelCoefficients[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelStandardErrors[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelTStatistics[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelPValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelFStatistics[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelAdjustedRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=val->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelSigmaValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
//Actual regression call
confidenceLows[coeffs, iters]=loVal,
confidenceHighs[coeffs, iters]=hiVal,
modelCoefficients[coeffs, iters]=modVa,
modelStandardErrors[coeffs, iters]=stdErrVal,
modelTStatistics[coeffs, iters]=tVal,
modelPValues[coeffs, iters]=pVal,
modelAdjustedRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=arsVal,
modelFStatistics[coeffs, iters]=fVal,
modelRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=rsVal,
modelSigmaValues[coeffs, iters]=sVal<mlpack<<4 regression
--data=0,2,1
--stepwise
--remove_index_prefixes="a"
--prune_predictor_index_prefixes=$2$
--prediction_index_prefix="a"
--initial_coefficients=0
--output_coeffs=2,3
--output_conf_los=0,3
--output_conf_his=1,3
--output_standard_errors=3,3
--output_t_values=4,3
--output_p_values=5,3
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--output_adjusted_r_squared=6,3
--output_f_statistic=7,3
--output_r_squared=8,3
--output_sigma=9,3
--correlation_pruning
--correlation_threshold=0.7>>
inputMatrix[j, i , iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_coefficients[coeffs, iters] = coeffsName,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.

//for input dataset
point(x) -> .
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//populate the features (dataset dependent)
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//populates the iterations entity
iteration(iters) , iteration:iId(iters:id)-> uint[32](id).
//For regression algorithms only
//entity representing the coefficients
//For now just has one member more than the
//features entity.
coefficient(jj), coefficient:name(jj:n) ->string(n).
//populate the input matrix
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).
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//points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = iname -> iteration(iters), point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i, iters] = true <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _.
//features predicates
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
//coefficients predicates
ml_coefficients[c, iters] = cname -> coefficient(c), string(cname), iteration(iters).
ml_coefficients[c, iters] = cname <- coefficient:name(c:cname), iteration(iters).
//iterations predicates
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//output predicates for the regression algorithm
confidenceLows[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
confidenceHighs[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelCoefficients[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelStandardErrors[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelTStatistics[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelPValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelFStatistics[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelAdjustedRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=val->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
modelSigmaValues[coeffs, iters]=val ->
coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val), iteration(iters).
//Actual regression call
confidenceLows[coeffs, iters]=loVal,
confidenceHighs[coeffs, iters]=hiVal,
modelCoefficients[coeffs, iters]=modVa,
modelStandardErrors[coeffs, iters]=stdErrVal,
modelTStatistics[coeffs, iters]=tVal,
modelPValues[coeffs, iters]=pVal,
modelAdjustedRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=arsVal,
modelFStatistics[coeffs, iters]=fVal,
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modelRSquaredValues[coeffs, iters]=rsVal,
modelSigmaValues[coeffs, iters]=sVal<mlpack<<4 regression
--data=0,2,1
--stepwise
--remove_index_prefixes="a"
--prune_predictor_index_prefixes=$2$
--prediction_index_prefix="a"
--initial_coefficients=0
--output_coeffs=2,3
--output_conf_los=0,3
--output_conf_his=1,3
--output_standard_errors=3,3
--output_t_values=4,3
--output_p_values=5,3
--output_adjusted_r_squared=6,3
--output_f_statistic=7,3
--output_r_squared=8,3
--output_sigma=9,3
--point=sparse>>
inputMatrix[j, i , iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_coefficients[coeffs, iters] = coeffsName,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.

4.1.5.3

Using Lasso

The following demonstrates how to call LASSO.

//for input dataset
point(x) -> .
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//For Regression ALgorithms
coefficient(jj), coefficient:name(jj:n) ->string(n).
//get data into the matrix
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
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inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
//point index predicate
ml_points[i] = iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[ i] = true <- x[i] = _.
//feature predicate
ml_features[ f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
//coefficients predicate
ml_coefficients[c] = cname -> coefficient(c), string(cname).
ml_coefficients[c] = cname <- coefficient:name(c:cname).
// call to lasso algorithm
modelCoefficients[coeffs] = val -> coefficient(coeffs), float[64](val).
modelCoefficients[coeffs] = val <mlpack<<lasso
--references_in=0,2,1
--prediction_column="a"
--regularization=1
--coefficients_out=0,3
>>
inputMatrix[j, i] = v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=_,
ml_coefficients[c]=_.
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4.2

Non-parametric Regression

While linear regression is one of the most famous methods in predictive analytics, it has it limitations. The basic assumption is that
the data follows a Gaussian distribution. This is not always valid. Actually most of the time we have no clue about the underlying
distribution of the data. For that reason we need to consider methods that are distribution free, they can work with any distribution.
Non-parametric regression (NPR) is a method that works very well with any type of distributions. Although it sounds appealing to
have a method which works with every distribution there is a cost we pay for that. The first problem with NPR is that is signigicantly
more expensive than linear regression. A less important problem with NPR is that if data is indeed Gaussian then NPR will not be
as accurate as linear regression.

4.2.1

Using NPR in LogiQL

NPR can be invoked in LogiQL rules using the following directive:

mlpack<< npr [options]>>
Avaliable options are:

--references_in arg
--targets_in arg

--queries_in arg
--bandwidths_out arg
--bandwidths_in arg
--bandwidths_init arg (=-1)

--data_table_out arg
--predictions_out arg
--reliabilities_out arg
--lbfgs_rank arg (=5)
--max_num_line_searches arg (=10)
--iterations arg (=100)
--iteration_chunks arg (=1)
--train_algorithm arg (=stoc)

--eta0 arg (=1)

the reference data
if your target values (dependent
variable) is not encoded in the
--references_in then you should provide
them with this option
the set of query points for making
predictions or training
the bandwidths for scaling the data
the bandwidths for evaluation
the initial bandwidth for all
variables. if you set it to -1, then it
will initialize the bandwidths from the
maximum absolute value in every
dimension
the reference table scaled after
reaching the optimal
the predictions of the query points
table that contains the reliabilties of
the predictions
number of basis vectors (history) for
the lbfgs
maximum number of lbfgs line searches
number of iterations for lbfgs training
iteration intervals for reporting error
this option can be either stoc for
stochastic gradient descent or lbfgs
for LBFGS
in case you choose stochastic gradient
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descent for training, you can set the
initial eta0 by setting this option
--relative_error arg (=0.10000000000000001)
relative error for computing
reliability
--mse_out arg
table to export the normalized mean
square error
--ref_split_factor arg (=0.80000000000000004)
percentage of the reference data to use
for training as reference
--query_split_factor arg (=0.10000000000000001)
percentage of the reference data to use
for training as query
--run_mode arg (=train)
run mode can be either train (for
training the regression) or eval (for
predicting the value of a point).
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4.3

Mixture of Experts Regression

Mixture of Experts is a cousin of k-means. In k-means, the data is partitioned in k clusters. Each cluster represents a model for
the data belonging in the cluster. The model is the centroid. If we extend the idea of the model as something more complicated
then we come up with the Mixture of Experts algorithm. The LogicBlox machine learning library abstracts k-means in such a way
so that any complicated expert model can be represented. The current version adopts an an expert Linear Regression (Linear
Regression) as implemented in the PaperBoat library. This is a very useful tool, since it can model datasets that contain different
modes of data.

4.3.1

Using MoE in LogiQL

Mixture of Experts is supported only through the low level interface, and can be included in your rule using the following directive

mlpack<< moe [options] >>
Available options are:

--references_in arg

REQUIRED in the --run_mode=train, file
containing data to be clustered.
--k_clusters arg (=5)
REQUIRED number of clusters for the
mixure of experts
--error_tolerance arg (=9.9999999999999995e-07)
OPTIONAL if the percentage change in
the objective is less than that then
the process terminates
--iterations arg (=100)
OPTIONAL number of iterations
--n_restarts arg (=1)
OPTIONAL number of restarts of the MOE
algorthms. Since it get stuck to local
optima it makes sense to restart it
several times and pick the best result
--predefined_memberships_in arg
OPTIONAL in some cases there are hard
constraints about points being in the
same cluster. This argument refers to a
sparse int table that has m rows
(buckets of points that have to cluster
together). The dimensionality of each
point is N (total number of points) and
the nonzero entries of each point
indicate reference points that have to
be in the same cluster.
--memberships_out arg
file to export the memberships
--scores_out arg
file to export the scores of the
clustering model
--expert arg (=regression:1)
the only expert supported for the
moment is regression:x, x is the
regressor of which we try to increase
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--expert_args arg
--log_expert arg (=0)

--final_expert_args arg

the confidence, if x is zero then we
are trying to minimize the mse of the
expert
a comma separated list witht the
arguments for the expert
Experts do extensive logging which
might be annoying. If you need to see
what is going on you can set this true
arguments for the final experts. The
final experts will use the expert args
for the parameters and the final
experts args will have the prefixes of
the outputs
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4.4

Multi-Time Series Prediction

Time series prediction in LogicBlox can be done either with linear regression or with non-parametric regression. There are cases
though that we have multiple time-series over the same period of time. In general we can treat each time-series independently.
There might be though correlations between time series that can augment prediction. Multi-time series prediction (MTSP) uses
singular value decomposition and non-parametric regression in a way such that information from different individual time-series
can be shared and utilized to improve prediction accuracy.
MTSP is available in alpha mode only.

4.4.1

Using MTSP in LogiQL

MTSP can be included in a LogiQL rule using the following low level directive:

mlpack<< mtsp [options] >>
Available options are:

--references_in arg
the reference data
--references_augmented_data_in arg Extra columns to be appended in the
references_in table
--queries_augmented_data_in arg
Extra columns to be used for prediction,
they contain the timestamps for the
prediction
--summary arg (=svd)
Your data is high dimensional and you need
to reduce its dimension you need to use a
dimensionality reduction method to
summarize your data in a lower dimensional
space. Available options are:
svd : uses svd to reduce the
dimensionality
nmf : uses nmf to reduce the
dimensionality
none: does not use any summarization
method
--timestamp_attribute arg
In the table augmented one attribute must
be the timestampyou need to inform the
program by setting this option
--time_lag arg (=0)
Every point for regression must also
include --time_lagg values
--window arg (=4)
this is the rolling time window to use for
prediction
--fixed_bw arg
if you want some bandwidths to be fixed,
then provide a comma separated list like
0:0.33,1:4.33 etc
--run_mode arg (=train)
You can choose either train or predict.
The predict will compute the predicted
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--predictions_out arg

values of the last timestamp
this is the table to store the predicted
values when using --run_mode=predict
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5 | Clustering Methods
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5.1

K-Means

K-means is one of the most popular clustering algorithm. It is an unsupervised method that can partition the data into k clusters.
Kmeans is based on the Euclidean metric, but it can use other metrics. It provides an intuitive way of splitting data into groups.
Our implementation offers several important features:
• Fast kmeans implementation (for large k) based on trees
• Smart initialization of the centroids with the kmeans++ algorithm
• Automatic determination of optimal k based on BIC in batch mode and with the xmeans algorithm
• Cross validation
K-Means is a clustering algorithm that aims to partition a set of observation points in the Euclidean space into k clusters. The
clusters produced by this method have the property of each observation belonging to the cluster with the nearest mean.
1. Input: A set of N reference points.
2. Output: The coordinates of the centers of each of the k clusters indexed from 0 to k − 1 and the membership vector of each
point where the i-th component denotes the cluster index to which the point belongs.
Note: In this section, “mean”, “centroid”, and “center” are used interchangeably to mean the geometric center of a set of points.
For a set of points (x1 , x2 , ..., xN )
N

where each observation xi ∈ Rd , the “mean”, “centroid”, or “center” of the set is given by: µ = N1 ∑ xi .
i=1

5.1.1

Introduction

Clustering is a form of unsupervised learning that tries to find structures in the data without using any labels or target values.
Clustering partitions a set of observations into separate groupings such that an observation in a given group is more similar to
another observation in the same group than to another observation in a different group.
Note that clustering methods require a notion of similarity. The canonical form of k-means defines the similarity measure using
the Euclidean metric. For x, y, z ∈ Rd , x is more similar to y than z if and only if ||x − y|| ≤ ||x − z||. Given a set of observations
X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xN ) , where each observation xi ∈ Rd , then k-means clustering aims to partition the N observations into k sets
(k < N) S = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sk } with the objective being to minimize the squared Euclidean distance between points in any subset and
their centers of mass:
k

arg min ∑

∑

S i=1 x ∈S
j
i

where µi is the mean of Si .
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||x j − µi ||2

5.1.2

A Simple Algorithm for a Fixed Number of Clusters

The naive version of the k-means algorithm (sometimes referred to as “Lloyd’s algorithm”) is the following:
1. Initialization Step: Choose k points in the geometrical space to represent the starting k cluster means. These are called
the k means.
2. Assignment Step: Assign each point in the data to the closest mean. This step involves calculating the distance from each
input point in the data to each of the k means and thus has O(k · N) complexity where N is the size of the input dataset.
3. Update Step: Calculate the new set of k means as that of the center of mass of observations for their respective cluster.
4. Termination Step: If the new means are the same as the old means i.e., nothing changed, terminate. Otherwise go to step
2.
Note: Numerical round-off errors can cause some of the k distances between a given point and the means of the k clusters to
have the same value. In this case, we employ a simple tie-breaking rule to assign the point to the cluster with the lowest cluster
index to facilitate convergence every time.

5.1.3

Cross-Validating for the Number of Clusters

Choosing the right number of clusters is a challenge in k-means, which leads to the number of clusters often being chosen in an
ad hoc manner based on prior knowledge. The following methods are the most common for automatically choosing the number
of clusters k while clustering.
p

[pelleg2000extending] uses the Bayesian Information Criterion: BIC(C|X) = L (X|C)− 2 log N where L (X|C) is the log-likelihood
of the dataset according to the cluster model C , p = k(d + 1) is the number of parameters with d being the dimensionality of the
dataset and math:k being the number of clusters. N is the number of points in the dataset. The cluster model that maximizes BIC
is chosen in the end.

k-means clustering assumes that each cluster comes from a unimodal distribution such as a Gaussian distribution. From this
assumption, [hamerly2003learning] uses a statistical test of a Gaussian fit for a set of points to decide whether to split a given
cluster into two. In this paper, the Anderson-Darling statistic is computed to perform the hypothesis testing. The following steps
describe the algorithm:
1. The algorithm produces an initial set of kinitial clusters, which can start from 1 or a higher value based on prior knowledge.
2. Let k be the number of clusters. For each cluster Sk , pick two pivots µ1 and µ2 inside Sk , and project each point in Sk onto
µ1 − µ2 . Test whether the projected points have the univariate Gaussian distribution by using the Anderson-Darling statistic.
3. If it does not follow the Gaussian distribution, discard the original center of Sk , µk and add µ1 , µ2 to the list of centers, then
re-run k-means and go back to step 2. If it does follow the Gaussian distribution, then terminate.
Note that clusters produced by practical k -means clusterings for a fixed value of k itself are only locally optimal. This is because
the associated optimization problem is mixed-integer and non-convex; the procedures described above are heuristics.

5.1.4

Applications of K-Means

k-means is very popular in retail and customer segmentation [zheng-tobacco], [reynolds1999relationship].
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5.1.5

Implementation Details

The LogicBlox implementation of the k-means algorithms is derived from the algorithm explained in A Simple Algorithm for a Fixed
Number of Clusters. The technique uses kd -trees (we also support ball/metric-trees) and geometric reasoning to accelerate the
assignment step (step 2), and can be used to potentially accelerate the update step (step 3). We begin by indexing the data points
that are to be clustered using a spatial partitioning tree.
1.

(a) Let the hyper-rectangle H containing a subset of the data points XS ⊂ X be given. We can assign XS to the cluster
Cm if max ||x − µm || < min ||x − µ p || for ∀p 6= m. The cluster mean of Cm , µm is said to dominate H with respect to all
x∈XS

x∈XS

other cluster means. Note that any hyper-region could replace the hyper-rectangle bonding primitive, as long as there
is a way to compute the minimum and maximum distances between the bound and a point.
(b) If no such mean exists, we recursively verify the conditions on the subsets of XS . When binary trees such as kd -trees
are used, we test on the left and the right subsets of XS using their bounding primitives. When a leaf node is reached,
we simply assign each point in it to the closest cluster center.
(c) Note that verifying the condition above involves iterating over each data point in the hyper-rectangle, but the hyperrectangle can be used to verify it in O(k · d) time. For more details, please refer to [pelleg1999accelerating].
2. Blacklisting: As explained in 1a. we try to find a centroid (mean) µm such that it completely “dominates” all other means. µm
is also the mean closest to the hyper-rectangle. Yet, if µm does not dominate all other means, we recurse to the children of
the hyper-rectangle, where the same O(k.d) computation is repeated. The information that µm dominated some (if any, but
not all) of the means is lost. It can be shown that if µm dominates another mean µ p , then µm dominates all children of the
hyper-rectangle owned by µ p as well. By passing this information down the tree we save more computation.
Finally, if we were to store the center of mass as cache sufficient statistics of each hyper-rectangle, then once a dominant mean
was found, an iteration through all the points in this hyper-rectangle would be unnecessary. A simple weighted add could be
performed to facilitate the update step.

5.1.6

Supported Features

The current implementation implements an accelerated version of the Lloyd’s algorithm and supports the following features:
1. The similarity measure under the weighted Euclidean metric or the Euclidean metric.
2. Computing the k-means using the naive algorithm or the accelerated tree-version [pelleg1999accelerating].
3. The ability to index the data points for the computation using a kd -tree or a ball-tree.
4. The progressive computation of k-means. The k-means algorithm is an inherently iterative method, which can
be made to terminate after a fixed number of iterations.
5. Multiple restarts to avoid local minima in the produced clusters.
6. Cross-validation.
7. More comprehensive diagnostic outputs for the produced clusters, such as the covariance of each cluster.
8. Smart initialization usingth the kmeans++ algorithm
Figure 1- Visualization of the hyper-rectangles owned by centers. All points that belong to a specific center
are represented with the same color (courtesy D. Pelleg).
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5.1.7

Using K-Means in LogiQL

K-means is supported through both high level and low level interface in LogiQL.
Using the high level interface, k-means can be used in a rule as follows:

HeadOfRule <kmeans<< item(item) for (d1,...,dn)
where k_clusters = {knumber};
cluster=k;
output={(c1,...,cn)}
>>
BodyOfRule.

//
//
//
//

data points in the n-dimensional space
number of clusters
index for each of the k clusters
centroid associated with each data point

Through the low level interface, k-means can be used in a rule using the following directive:

mlpack<< kmeans [options] >>
Available options:

--references_in arg
--queries_in arg

--memberships_out arg
--distortions_out arg

--centroids_out arg
--search_method arg (=xmeans)

--k_clusters arg (=-1)

--k_min arg (=-1)

--k_max arg (=-1)

REQUIRED in the --run_mode=train, file
containing data to be clustered.
REQUIRED in the --run_mode=eval, file
containing the data to be assigned in
the clusters
OPTIONAL file to store cluster
memberships.
OPTIONAL file to store the sum of
sqaured distance of all points
belonging to the same cluster
OPTIONAL file to store cluster means.
The method used to find optimal K if
k_max and k_min are specified. Valid
methods are xmeans and cv (cross
validation
Number of clusters for KMeans. Must tbe
greater than 1. If you want to do
kmeans for a single k you should set
this option. Otherwise you should set
--k_min and --k_max
Minimum number of clusters to try in
x-means. Must be greater than 1. If you
don’t set --k_min and --k_max then
--k_clusters must be set.
Maximum number of clusters to try in
x-means. Must be greater than 1.If you
don’t set --k_min and --k_max then
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--k_clusters must be set.
--percentage_hold_out arg (=0.20000000000000001)
Percentage of the dataset that will be
held out as a validation set. Available
for x-means.
--n_restarts arg (=1)
Number for restarts per k-means
training
--centroids_in arg
Initial set of centroids for
--run_mode=train, or centroids for
--run_mode=eval
--initialization arg (=random)
When you initialize the centroids for
kmeans, you have the following options:
random
: it will pick randomly
k_cluster number of points from your
dataset
kmeans++ : will use the kmeans++
algorithm that is more heavy but picks
better initial centroids, that will
most likely make kmeans converge faster
to a better solution. if you choose
that option, you might want to set the
--probability option to a different
value
--probability arg (=0.80000000000000004)
This option is valid only if you
choose --initialization=kmeans++ . This
is the probability of choosing the next
centroid to be the furthest point in
the dataset. In general this value
should be set to something greater than
0.5. If you set it close to one the
algorithm might be sensitive to
outliers.
--metric arg (=l2)
Metric function used by k-means. One
of:
l2, weighted_l2
--metric_weights_in arg
A file containing weights for use with
--metric=weighted_l2
--dense_sparse_scale arg (=1)
The scaling factor for the sparse part
of --point=dense_sparse or
--point=dense_categorical for use with
--metric=weighted_l2
--algorithm arg (=tree)
Algorithm used to compute clusters.
One of:
online_tree : online kmeans followed
by tree based
online_naive : online kmeans and
followed by naive
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tree
: tree based kmeans
naive
: naive kmeans
--tree arg (=kdtree)
Tree structure used by k-means. One
of:
kdtree, balltree
--leaf_size arg (=20)
Maximum number of points at a leaf of
the tree. More saves on tree overhead
but too much hurts asymptotic run-time.
--iterations arg (=-1)
K-means can run in either batch or
progressive mode. If --iterations=i is
omitted, K-means finds exact clusters;
otherwise, it terminates after i
progressive refinements.
--epochs arg (=1)
When you run kmeans in the online mode
epochs controls how many times you will
pass through the entire dataset
--minimum_cluster_movement_threshold arg (=0.0001)
If in any iteration the cluster which
moved most moved less than this value
kmeans will terminate. Seting this to
zero is a valid option and behaves as
expected.
--randomize arg (=1)
When you use kmeans in online mode it
is important that the points in your
dataset are in a random order. For
example if you have a dataset where
data are coming from 2 clusters and you
suspect that there are continuous
chunks of datapoints belonging in the
same cluster in your file, then it is a
good idea to turn this flag on. In
general online methods want your data
to be shuffled and appear in a random
order. If you have made sure this
condition is satisfied by preprocessing
your data, then you can turn this flag
off. It will save memory and be faster
--run_mode arg (=train)
Kmeans as every machine learning
algorithm has two modes, the training
and the evaluations. When you set this
flag to --run_mode=train it will find
the optimal clusters for kmeans. Once
you have found these clusters and you
want to assign points to these
clusters, you should run it in the
--run_mode=eval. Of course you should
provide the data to be evaluated over
these clusters, by setting the
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--log arg
--loglevel arg (=debug)

5.1.8

--queries_in flag appropriately.
A file to receive the log, or omit for
stdout.
Level of log detail. One of:
debug: log everything
verbose: log messages and warnings
warning: log only warnings
silent: no logging

Example

A very simple example of using the kmeans clustering in LogiQL is given below.
First, we construct a small model in which we have items and with each item we associate a yearly amount. we compute several
predicates called amount2006 through amount2009. What we want to do is to cluster the items based on their yearly amounts
from 2006 through 2009. To do this, we create an entity called cluster which will represent the clusters to which our items
have been assigned. The predicate inCluster[item]=k is computed by the call to kmeans and assigns a cluster to
each item. Also, for each cluster we create 4 predicates cluster:y2006 through cluster:y2009 which will store the
centroid values for each cluster. The scalar predicate knumber[] stores the number of clusters to compute – note that this
number must be less than the number of elements of the cluster entity.

year(x), year:id(x:y) -> int[32](y).
month(x), month:id(x:y) -> uint[32](y).
item(x), item:id(x:y) -> uint[32](y).
lang:ordered(‘year).
item:name[x]=y -> item(x), string(y).
amount[item,year]=v -> item(item), year(year), float[64](v).
knumber[]=v -> float[64](v).
cluster(k) -> .
cluster:name[k]=v -> cluster(k), string(v).
lang:ordered(‘cluster).
inCluster[item]=k -> item(item), cluster(k).
amount2009[item]=v <- amount[item,y]=v, year:id[y]=2009.
amount2008[item]=v <- amount[item,y]=v, year:id[y]=2008.
amount2007[item]=v <- amount[item,y]=v, year:id[y]=2007.
amount2006[item]=v <- amount[item,y]=v, year:id[y]=2006.
amount2005[item]=v <- amount[item,y]=v, year:id[y]=2005.
cluster:y2009[k]=v
cluster:y2008[k]=v
cluster:y2007[k]=v
cluster:y2006[k]=v
cluster:y2005[k]=v
inCluster[item]=k,

->
->
->
->
->

cluster(k),
cluster(k),
cluster(k),
cluster(k),
cluster(k),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
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cluster:y2009[k]=xx,
cluster:y2008[k]=yy,
cluster:y2007[k]=zz,
cluster:y2006[k]=ww <kmeans<<item(item) for (x,y,z,w)
where k_clusters = {knumber};
cluster=k;
output={(xx,yy,zz,ww)}>>
amount2009[item]=x,
amount2008[item]=y,
amount2007[item]=z,
amount2006[item]=w,
item(item).

5.1.9

Variations

A useful option in the context of LogiQL programming is to explicitly compute the initial centroid values (which would otherwise be
picked randomly). The predicate that contains the initial clusters must have the same type as the output centroids, i.e., it must
assign a value to each dimension of a centroid for each cluster type. Thus, we declare the following:
Next, we change the call to the kde algorithm by using the centroidsIn option:

5.1.10

Further Examples

This program makes use of multidimensional trees in order to compute k-means. The default tree is kd -tree. We also support the
metric-tree, also known as the “ball-tree”, which may be faster in some cases, mainly in higher dimenions. In general, there isn’t
a rule of thumb for choosing between kd -trees and ball-trees. When you have sparse data, though, you should use a ball-tree as
kd -trees may be very inefficient.

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:lineNumber) -> uint[32](lineNumber).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
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y[i]
z[i]
a[i]
b[i]

=
=
=
=

vy,
vz,
va,
vb,

feature:name(jy:"y"),
feature:name(jz:"z"),
feature:name(ja:"a"),
feature:name(jb:"b").

//clustering - not going to work perfectly
cluster(cc), cluster:val(cc:val) -> float[64](val).
ml_points[i]=lineNumber -> point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i] = lineNumber <- x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
ml_clusterId[c] = cval -> cluster(c), float[64](cval).
ml_clusterId[c] = cval <- cluster(c), cluster:val(c:cval).
//----K Means Clustering
//ouputs to std::out
output[featureId, clusterId] = x ->
float[64](x), cluster(clusterId), feature(featureId).
output[j, clusterId] = x <mlpack<<kmeans
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_clusters=3
--tree=balltree
--centroids_out=0,2,3>>
inputMatrix[j, i] = v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=_,
ml_clusterId[clusterId]=_.
You can also run the k-means in the naive mode (without trees) and see the difference in performance:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:lineNumber) -> uint[32](lineNumber).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
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inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").

//clustering - not going to work perfectly
cluster(cc), cluster:val(cc:val) -> float[64](val).
ml_points[i]=lineNumber -> point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i] = lineNumber <- x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
ml_clusterId[c] = cval -> cluster(c), float[64](cval).
ml_clusterId[c] = cval <- cluster(c), cluster:val(c:cval).
//----K Means Clustering
//ouputs to std::out
output[featureId, clusterId] = x ->
float[64](x), cluster(clusterId), feature(featureId).
output[j, clusterId] = x <mlpack<<kmeans
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_clusters=3
--algorithm=naive
--centroids_out=0,2,3>>
inputMatrix[j, i] = v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=_,
ml_clusterId[clusterId]=_.
The arguments are as follows:
1. samples/sample100k.tst is the csv that contains the data (available on the cloud).
2. The output file centroids.txt is created to contain the k (in this case, 4) centroids.
3. k_clusters specifies the number of clusters.
4. The output file assignments.txt contains the cluster assignments for each point in the input dataset.
If your data is sparse, run it in the following manner:
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//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:lineNumber) -> uint[32](lineNumber).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").

//clustering - not going to work perfectly
cluster(cc), cluster:val(cc:val) -> float[64](val).
ml_points[i]=lineNumber -> point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i] = lineNumber <- x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
ml_clusterId[c] = cval -> cluster(c), float[64](cval).
ml_clusterId[c] = cval <- cluster(c), cluster:val(c:cval).
//----K Means Clustering
//ouputs to std::out
output[featureId, clusterId] = x ->
float[64](x), cluster(clusterId), feature(featureId).
output[j, clusterId] = x <mlpack<<kmeans
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_clusters=3
--point=sparse
--tree=balltree
--centroids_out=0,2,3>>
inputMatrix[j, i] = v,
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ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=_,
ml_clusterId[clusterId]=_.
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5.2

Mean Shift and Approximate Mean Shift Clustering

The most famous clustering algorithm is by far k-means. Despite its simplicity, k-means cannot model all possible clustering
senarios. One of the most typical case is when the clusters are non convex sets. In the case of the two half moon clusters where
k-means will fail.

5.2.1

Overview

Mean Shift Mean shift is an alternative clustering algorithm based on the density of the points. In short every point in a dataset
follows the path towards maximum kernel density estimation (KDE). Once it reaches the point with the maximum KDE it stops and
names that point as the centroid the initial point belongs too. An interesting fact about mean shift is that the number of cluster is
not predefined. Automatic determination of the clusters is the holly grail of clusterint. Although it looks like Mean shift finds that
automatically that is not the case. There is a different control variable (the bandwidth) that controls the number of clusters. The
nice thing about the bandwitdh is that there are robust methods to estimate it such as Leave One Out Cross Validation
Approximate Mean Shift Computing Mean shift can be expensive as it requires repeated computations of the gradient. Instead
we do a simple trick to approximate it. We build the k-nearest neighbor graph (forming a graph, diffusions on a graph) of the
dataset and we compute the KDE for every point (node on the graph). Then we follow the path of maximum KDE on the graph
only. This eliminates a lot of the cost for computing KDE multiple times, but there is always the risk of a poorly connected node
that can distort the results. From our experience this approach works pretty well.

5.2.2

Using Mean Shift in LogiQL

Mean shift can be invoked through the low level interface in LogiQL, using the following directive in your rules:

mlpack<< ams [options] >>
Available options are

--references_in arg
the reference data
--is_references_in_a_graph arg (=0) the --references_in data can either be
raw data or a graph. If it is a graph
then you should set this flag true
--densities_in arg
if the references are given in as a graph
then you have to provide the densities so
that approximate meanshift can be
computed
--max_iterations arg (=100)
number of iterations to run the meanshift
--full_logging arg (=0)
This program runs some subprograms that
they also log. If you don’t want this
extra logging set the
--full_logging=false
--clusters_out arg
the id of the points that are the cluster
centers
--memberships_out arg
the memberships of each point to the
cluster. The cluster is identified by the
id of the centroid
--cluster_statistics_out arg
the number of points per cluster
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6 | Search Methods
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6.1

Neighbors (Nearest, Farthest, Range, k, Classification)

Nearest neighbor search is a very fundamental algorithm in statistics and machine learning. The goal is to find each a given or
query point’s nearest neighbor from a reference dataset. The distance between points is often defined in terms of the Euclidean
distance. In general any similarity can be used, but only if the similarity satisfies the triangular inequality or if it is a bregman
divergence. We have fast algorithms for computing all nearest/farthest/range/k neighbors with metrics and bregman divergences
and use them for classification.
In short:
• For dense continuous data use euclidean metric.
• For normalized histograms (probabilities) use KL divergence (You typically use it in documents after doing Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization or LSA)
• For sparse data points that are normalized to be probilites (nonegative and sum up to one) use the hellinger metric. The most
typical example is netflix or bag of words representation of documents.
Nearest neighbor search is one of the most fundamental operations occurring ubiquitously in many machine learning problems.
The simplest form of the problem is defined as: for the given set R of points in a metric space and a query point q within this
metric space, find the closest point in R to q based on the given metric. For example, nearest neighbor search can be used for a
three-dimensional astronomy dataset containing the spatial coordinates with the Euclidean metric; for each spatial entity (a star
or a planet), we can find its nearest neighboring entity which exerts the largest gravitational attraction on it. The nearest neighbor
search problem can also be posed as an optimization problem in which the goal is to minimize the distance between the query
point q and the returned neighbor point.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the metric is the weighted Euclidean metric defined as:
D

d(q, r) = ∑ wi (qi − ri )2
i=1

where wi = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ D subsumes the Euclidean metric.
A natural generalization of this problem is to find k closest point to the given query. This is the k-nearest-neighbor problem where
the number of closest neighbors required is k.
A batch form of the problem called “all-nearest-neighbor” problem is another generalization. In this variant, we find k nearest
neighbors for each query point in the given set. These query points are independent of each other and one can run the single
query point k-nearest neighbors algorithm multiple times to obtain the solution for each point separately.

6.1.1

Computational Complexity

For a given query point and a reference set R of size N , a naive algorithm for computing its 1-nearest neighbor is to calculate
the distance between the query point and each reference point. This leads to an algorithm with complexity O(N). This algorithm
extended to the all-nearest-neighbors problem with a query set of size N is of complexity O(N 2 ). This naive algorithm cannot
handle even datasets of moderate size.
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6.1.2

Implementation

The LogicBlox k-nearest-neighbor implementation uses state-of-the-art algorithms and computational techniques based on spatial
partitioning trees. Here, we assume that we are finding the nearest neighbor among the given reference set R using the Euclidean
metric. There are two widely used algorithms:
1. Single Tree Nearest Neighbors: For this type of algorithm a multidimensional spatial tree (for example, a kd-tree which is a
multidimensional generalization of binary search trees) is built from the reference set R; we call the tree built from the reference
set the “reference tree”. Here, we show a A kd -tree at depths 2 and 4.

For each query point, the algorithm traverses the reference tree using a depth-first traversal order. The traversal complexity for
searching the tree for one query point is O(log N); this is done for each of the N query points. Therefore, the overall complexity of
finding the nearest neighbor for each query point is O(log N).
For example, to find 3 nearest neighbors, only the nodes which are intersected by the red circle need to be examined for the red
query point. All other nodes can be ignored.
2. Dual Tree Nearest Neighbors: For this type of algorithm, a multidimensional spatial tree is built from the reference set R and
the query set Q. If the query set is the same as the reference set, we can build the tree once and use it. The single tree algorithm
prunes regions of the space that can be proven not to contain nearest neighbor candidates of the given query point. The dual tree
algorithm considers query space regions against regions in the reference space. Using branch-and-bound techniques over these
regions, pruning occurs for whole query regions at a time whenever possible. The complexity of this algorithm is empirically O(N).
The time complexity of building a kd-Tree is O(N log N) .

6.1.3

K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

If each of the points in the reference set is labeled, we can build a k-nearest-neighbor classifier. In this case the reference set will
contain all the labeled data (the training set) and the query set will contain all the points for which the labels have to be predicted.
If the label of a given query point is known (when it is part of a validation set), then we can use it to compute the empirical training
error. For example, consider the binary classification problem. For a given value of k, we can predict the label of a given query
point in many ways:
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1. Voting: Choose the label by a majority vote of the k neighbors of the query point with each neighbor getting one vote (k
should be odd).
2. Weighted scoring: Choose the label by weighting the vote of each of the k neighbors by its distance to the query point.

k -nearest neighbor classifiers have been successfully applied in many business problems, such as: [henley1996k] and [baesens2003benchmarking].

6.1.4

Other Extensions of Nearest Neighbor Supported in LogicBlox

The current implementation supports range neighbors. Instead of fixing k, we can look for the points that are within a certain
distance from the query point
Warning: the input range is always the square of the distance (range).
Our implementation supports efficient querying of the opposite problem of the nearest neighbor problem: for the given set R of
points in a metric space and a query point q within this metric space, find the furthest point in R to q based on the given metric.
The generalizations of the furthest neighbor problem are analogous to those of the nearest neighbor problem:
1. Finding k-furthest neighbors for a given query point or for multiple query points where k ≥ 1.
2. Finding k-furthest neighbors outside of a sphere centered at a given query point or multiple query points.
By default, the implementation runs until completion to compute the nearest/furthest neighbors exactly. Nevertheless, the implementation provides a finer control on the quality of the computed neighbors by using the progressive computation. The number
of iterations is an important parameter in the progressive computation; the higher the value of the number of iterations, the better
the quality of the computed neighbors. By specifying a low value for the number of iterations, one can approximate neighbors with
cheaper computational cost. A sufficiently high value for the number of iterations translates to an exact computation.
Finally, you have the option to use either the state-of-the-art dual tree algorithm or the single tree algorithm. In most cases, the
dual tree will be much faster. For smaller datasets, the single tree might be faster.

6.1.5

Planned Extensions of Nearest Neighbor Implementation

1. Nearest neighbor using the cover-tree: Cover-trees [beygelzimer2006cover] have theoretical run-time guarantees on the
single query and the batch query case.
2. Rank-approximate nearest neighbors: [ram2009rank] describes an algorithm to approximate nearest neighbors. The
ranks of the approximated neighbors are proven to be within the true ranks with a specified probability threshold.

6.1.6

Using All K-Nearest Neighbors in LogiQL

Use k-nearest neighbors in your LogiQL rules by including the following directive:

mlpack<< allkn [options] >>
Supported options:
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--references_in arg
--references_out arg

--queries_in arg

--queries_out arg

--serialize arg (=binary)

--indices_out arg
--indices_in arg

--distances_out arg
--distances_in arg

--reference_labels_in arg

--query_labels_in arg
--labels_out arg

--method arg (=nearest)

REQUIRED file containing reference data
OPTIONAL file where the references_in data will
be serialized. You can use this option to save
your data after they have been indexed with a
tree. Then you can reuse them for this or
another algorithm without having to rebuild the
tree
OPTIONAL file containing query positions. If
omitted, allkn finds leave-one-out neighbors
for each reference point.
OPTIONAL file where the queries_in data will be
serialized. You can use this option to save
your data after they have been indexed with a
tree. Then you can reuse them for this or
another algorithm without having to rebuild the
tree
OPTIONAL when you serialize the tables to
files, you have the option to use:
binary for smaller files
text
for portability (bigger files)
xml
for interpretability and portability
(even bigger files)
OPTIONAL file to store found neighbor indices
OPTIONAL file containing neighbor pairs. if
flag --method=classification then you should
provide --indices_in
OPTIONAL file to store found neighbor distances
OPTIONAL file containing distances between
neighboring points. if flag
--method=classification then you should provide
--distances_in
OPTIONAL file containing the labels of
reference points. if flag
--method=classification then you should provide
--reference_labels_in
OPTIONAL file containing the labels of the
query points.
OPTIONAL FILE for outputting the computed
nearest neighbor classification labels (for
--method=classification or
--method=nnclassification).
Which neighbors method to perform. One of:
nearest: computes nearest neighbors
furthest: computes furthest neighbors
nnclassification: compute nearest neighbors
and do classification
classification: compute the classification
scores based on precomputed neighbors
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--k_neighbors arg (=-1)

The number of neighbors to find for the
all-k-neighbors method.
--r_neighbors arg (=-1)
The query radius for the all-range-neighbors
method.
One of --k_neighbors or --r_neighbors must be
given.
--point arg (=dense)
Point type used by allkn. One of:
dense, sparse, dense_sparse, categorical,
dense_categorical
--metric arg (=l2)
Metric function used by allkn. One of:
l2, weighted_l2, hellinger
--metric_weights_in arg
A file containing weights for use with
--metric=weighted_l2
--dense_sparse_scale arg (=1) The scaling factor for the sparse part of
--point=dense_sparse or --point=dense_categoric
al for use with --metric=weighted_l2
--algorithm arg (=dual)
Algorithm used to compute neighbors. One of:
dual, single
--auc arg (=1)
If this flag is set to true then the classifier
computes the Area Under Curve (AUC) score
--auc_label arg (=1)
label of the class based on which the AUC will
be computed
--roc_out arg
OPTIONAL file for exporting the ROC curve
--tree arg (=kdtree)
Tree structure used by allkn. One of:
kdtree, balltree
--leaf_size arg (=20)
Maximum number of points at a leaf of the tree.
More saves on tree overhead but too much
hurts asymptotic run-time.
--iterations arg (=-1)
Allkn can run in either batch or progressive
mode. If --iterations=i is omitted, allkn
finds exact neighbors; otherwise, it terminates
after i progressive refinements.
--log_tree_stats arg (=1)
If this flag is set true then it outputs some
statistics about the tree after it is built. We
suggest you set that flag on. If the tree is
not correctly built, due to wrong options or
due to pathological data then there is not
point in running nearest neighbors
--cores arg (=1)
Number of cores to use for running the
algorithm. If you use large number of cores
increase the leaf_size, This feature is
disabled for the moment
--log arg
A file to receive the log, or omit for stdout.
--loglevel arg (=debug)
Level of log detail. One of:
debug: log everything
verbose: log messages and warnings
warning: log only warnings
silent: no logging
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6.1.7

Using Metric Nearest/Furthest Neighbors in LogiQL

The metric nearest neighbors method can be used through LogiQL directive as follows:

mlpack<<mnneigbors [options] >>
The metric furthest neighbors method can be used through LogiQL directive as follows:

mlpack<<mfneigbors [options] >>
The same options apply to both metric nearest and metric furthest neighbors methods:

--references_in REQUIRED file containing reference data.
--references_out OPTIONAL file where the references_in data will be serialized. You can use this option to
save your data after they have been indexed with a tree. Then you can reuse them for this or another algorithm
without having to rebuild the tree.

--labels_in OPTIONAL file containing reference labels for use in classification. If omitted, labels are found in
--references_in.
--queries_in OPTIONAL file containing query positions. If omitted, allkn finds leave-one-out neighbors for each
reference point.

--queries_out OPTIONAL file where the queries_in data will be serialized. You can use this option to save your
data after they have been indexed with a tree. Then you can reuse them for this or another algorithm without having
to rebuild the tree
--serialize (=binary) OPTIONAL when you serialize the tables to files, you have the option to use:
• binary for smaller files
• text for portability (bigger files)
• xml for interpretability and portability

--indices_out OPTIONAL file for storing the found neighbor indices.
--distances_out OPTIONAL file for storing the found neighbor distances.
--k_neighbors (=-1) The number of neighbors to find for the all-k-neighbors method.
--r_neighbors (=-1) The query radius for the all-range-neighbors method. At least one of --k_neighbors,
or --r_neighbors must be given.
--point (=dense) Point type used by allkn. One of dense, sparse, dense_sparse, categorical or dense_categorical.
--metric (=l2) Metric function used by allkn. One of l2 or weighted_l2, or hellinger
--metric_weights_in A file containing weights for use with --metric=weighted_l2.
--dense_sparse_scale (=1) For use with --metric=weighted_l2, the scaling factor for the sparse part
of --point=dense_sparse or --point=dense_categorical.
--algorithm (=dual) Algorithm used to compute densities. One of dual or single.
--tree (=kdtree) Tree structure used by allkn. One of kdtree or balltree.
--leaf_size (=20) Maximum number of points at a leaf of the tree. More saves on tree overhead, but too many
will hurt asymptotic run-time.
--iterations (=-1) Allkn can run in either batch or progressive mode. If --iterations=i is omitted, allkn
finds exact neighbors; otherwise, it terminates after i progressive refinements.
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--log_tree_stats(=1) If this flag is set to true then it outputs some statistics about the tree after it is built.
We recommend turning this flag on. If the tree is not correctly built or a poor quality tree is built due to pathological data then there is no point in running nearest neighbors.

--log A file for receiving the log, or omit for stdout.
--loglevel (=debug) Level of log detail. One of:
• debug: log everything.
• verbose: log messages and warnings.
• warning: log only warnings.
• silent: no logging.

6.1.8

Using Metric Nearest Neighbor Classifier in LogiQL

The metric nearest neighbor classifier can be used through LogiQL directive as follows:

mlpack<<mnnclassifier [options] >>
--references_in REQUIRED file containing reference data.
--references_out OPTIONAL file where the references_in data will be serialized. You can use this option to
save your data after they have been indexed with a tree. Then you can reuse them for this or another algorithm
without having to rebuild the tree.

--labels_in OPTIONAL file containing reference labels for use in classification. If omitted, labels are found in
--references_in.
--queries_in OPTIONAL file containing query positions. If omitted, allkn finds leave-one-out neighbors for each
reference point.

--queries_out OPTIONAL file where the queries_in data will be serialized. You can use this option to save your
data after they have been indexed with a tree. Then you can reuse them for this or another algorithm without having
to rebuild the tree
--serialize (=binary) OPTIONAL when you serialize the tables to files, you have the option to use:
• binary for smaller files
• text for portability (bigger files)
• xml for interpretability and portability

--indices_out OPTIONAL file for storing the found neighbor indices.
--indices_in OPTIONAL file containing neighbor pairs. if flag --method=classification then you
should provide --indices_in.
--distances_out OPTIONAL file for storing the found neighbor distances.
--distances_in OPTIONAL file containing distances between neighboring points. If the flag
--method=classification is enabled, then you should provide --distances_in.
--labels_in OPTIONAL file containing the labels of points. If the flag --method=classification is enabled, then you should provide --labels_in.
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--labels_out OPTIONAL file for outputting the computeda nearest neighbor classification labels (for
--method=classification or --method=nnclassification)
--k_neighbors (=-1) The number of neighbors to find for the all-k-neighbors method.
--r_neighbors (=-1) The query radius for the all-range-neighbors method. One of --k_neighbors or --r_neighbors
must be given.

--point (=dense) Point type used by allkn. One of dense, sparse, dense_sparse, categorical or dense_categorical.
--metric (=l2) Metric function used by allkn. One of l2 or weighted_l2, or hellinger
--metric_weights_in A file containing weights for use with --metric=weighted_l2.
--dense_sparse_scale (=1) The scaling factor for the sparse part of --point=dense_sparse or
--point=dense_categorical for use with --metric=weighted_l2.
--algorithm (=dual) Algorithm used to compute densities. One of dual or single.
--tree (=kdtree) Tree structure used by allkn. One of kdtree or balltree.
--leaf_size (=20) Maximum number of points at a leaf of the tree. More saves on tree overhead, but too many
will hurt asymptotic run-time.
--iterations (=-1) Allkn can run in either batch or progressive mode. If --iterations=i is omitted, allkn
finds exact neighbors; otherwise, it terminates after i progressive refinements.

--log_tree_stats(=1) If this flag is set to true then it outputs some statistics about the tree after it is built.
We recommend turning this flag on. If the tree is not correctly built or a poor quality tree is built due to pathological data then there is no point in running nearest neighbors.

--log A file for receiving the log, or omit for stdout.
--loglevel (=debug) Level of log detail. One of:
• debug: log everything.
• verbose: log messages and warnings.
• warning: log only warnings.
• silent: no logging.

6.1.9

Nearest Neighbors with Bregman Divergences
We have implemented the algorithm described in Cayton’s paper [cayton2008fast] for fast nearest neighbor (k and
range) as well as nearest neighbor classifier based on Bregman divergences. We have also implemented a dual-tree
all-neighbor algorithm which is lightspeed fast (The first ever derrivation-implementation). Bregman neighbors are
ideal for finding distances between probability distributions (histograms). They have been extensively used in text
simmilarity.

6.1.10

Examples

While we are usually interested in the nearest neighbors, it is possible that we might want to find points that are far away from the
reference. This is called the “furthest neighbor” algorithm, and can be called as follows:
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//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).

//Build up iterations list
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).

//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).

//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[i, iters] = dist -> iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn -> iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
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nnIndex[i, iters] = nn, nnDist[i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<3 allkn
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_neighbors=1
--indices_out=0,1
--distances_out=1,1
--point=sparse
--tree=balltree
--method=furthest
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.
An interesting feature of this program is that it can compute the neighbors in a progressive mode. To compute approximate
neighbors, set the --iteration flag to a positive value. In the progressive mode, the program guarantees that it will visit
at most two iterations tree leaves for every query point while searching for nearest neighbors. The more you increase
--iterations, the more accurate your results will be, but it will take longer. Try the following:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//Build up iterations list
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
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iteration(iters).

//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[i, iters] = dist -> iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn -> iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn, nnDist[i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<3 allkn
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_neighbors=1
--indices_out=0,1
--distances_out=1,1
--iterations=1
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.
The allkn program has much more power if you set some extra flags. It supports two types of trees: kd-trees and metric-trees. If
you have low dimensional data, kd-trees tend to behave better. If your data is high-dimensional then metric trees might run faster.
There is no rule of thumb for which tree to use; in practice you should try both and see which runs faster. For example:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//Build up iterations list
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iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).

//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[i, iters] = dist -> iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn -> iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn, nnDist[i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<3 allkn
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_neighbors=1
--indices_out=0,1
--distances_out=1,1
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.

In some settings, k-neighbor might not be what you want. Instead, you may prefer to find the neighbors that are within a certain
distance. These are called “range neighbors”, and you can find them using following:
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//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//Build up iterations list
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).

//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[i, iters] = dist -> iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn -> iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn, nnDist[i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<3 allkn
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--references_in=0,2,1
--indices_out=0,1
--distances_out=1,1
--point=sparse
--tree=balltree
--r_neighbors=0.2
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.
When you define only the reference set with the flag --references, the program assumes that the same set is the query as
well. It is logical to assume that if a point belongs to the query and the reference set, then its nearest neighbor is itself. In reality,
when the --queries_in flag is not set, the program will compute the nearest neighbors and will exclude the trivial neighbor
which is the point itself. However, in the following setting, the program will compute the trivial neighbor i.e., include the point itself
as its own neighbor:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//Build up iterations list
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).
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//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[i, iters] = dist -> iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn -> iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn, nnDist[i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<3 allkn
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_neighbors=1
--indices_out=0,1
--distances_out=1,1
--point=sparse
--tree=balltree
--queries_in=0,2,1
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.
The program supports two computational algorithms: dual tree and single tree. Dual tree is usually faster than single tree for
typical datasets. As the dimensionality increases, the dataset becomes more difficult and the single tree algorithm might be faster.

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
//Build up iterations list
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
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//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx,
inputMatrix[jy,
inputMatrix[jz,
inputMatrix[ja,
inputMatrix[jb,

i,
i,
i,
i,
i,

iters]
iters]
iters]
iters]
iters]

=
=
=
=
=

vx,
vy,
vz,
va,
vb <-

x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).

//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[i, iters] = dist -> iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn -> iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
nnIndex[i, iters] = nn, nnDist[i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<3 allkn
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_neighbors=1
--indices_out=0,1
--distances_out=1,1
--point=sparse
--tree=balltree
--algorithm=single
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.
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If you have a sparse dataset, be sure to use the --point flag. For example:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
neighbour(x), neighbour:id(x:id)-> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

//Build up features
feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).

//Build up iterations list
iteration(iters), iteration:iId(iters:id) -> uint[32](id).
//Get points from x, y, z, a and b
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v -> iteration(iters), point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i, iters] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i, iters] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i, iters] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i, iters] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i, iters] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b"),
iteration(iters).

//Features iterations and points predicates
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber -> iteration(iters), point(i), uint[32](lineNumber).
ml_points[i, iters] = lineNumber <- iteration(iters), x[i] = _, point:id(i:lineNumber).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname), iteration(iters).
ml_features[f, iters] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname), iteration(iters).
ml_iterations[iters] = present -> iteration(iters), boolean(present).
ml_iterations[iters] = true <- iteration(iters).
ml_neighbour[neighbour, iters]=present->
neighbour(neighbour), boolean(present), iteration(iters).
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ml_neighbour[neighbour, iters]=true <- iteration(iters), neighbour(neighbour).
//Dist and index output predicates
nnDist[k, i, iters] = dist -> neighbour(k), iteration(iters), point(i), float[64](dist).
nnIndex[k, i, iters] = nn -> neighbour(k), iteration(iters), point(i), point(nn).
//----Nearest Neighbour---sparse
nnIndex[k, i, iters] = nn, nnDist[k, i, iters] = dist <mlpack<<4 allkn
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_neighbors=2
--indices_out=0,3,1
--distances_out=1,3,1
--point=sparse
--tree=balltree
>>
inputMatrix[j, i, iters] = v,
ml_points[i, iters] = _,
ml_features[j, iters] = jname,
ml_neighbour[k, iters]=_,
ml_iterations[iters] = _.
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6.2

Orthogonal Range Search

Orthogonal range search is a different way of finding points that their dimensions satisfy some box constraints. For example: “Find
all people where their height is between 1.5m and 2.0m, weight is between 55kg and 80kg...”. We provide a fast algorithm for
these kind of queries that look like SQL queries.
Orthogonal range search is one of the most fundamental search operations. Let X = {x1 , · · · , xN } be a set of N points in Ddimensional Euclidean space. Given a window query of the form q = [a1 , b1 ] × · · · × [aD , bD ], the goal is to report all the points in
X ∩ q = {xk ∈ X|am ≤ xk,m ≤ bm , ∀1 ≤ m ≤ D}.
Let us consider a concrete application which requires the orthogonal range search method. A company can record descriptions
of each employee xi using a set of D features. An example feature can represent a height in inches or a weight in pounds. An
example orthogonal range query can ask for the list of employees whose height is between 5 feet and 6 feet and weight is between
100 pounds and 110 pounds.
To summarize:
1. Input: The input matrix X = {x1 , · · · , xN } where xi ∈ RD , the set of search windows Q = {q1 , · · · , qM } where q j =
[a j,1 , b j,1 ] × · · · × [a j,D , b j,D ].
2. Output: The output matrix Y

6.2.1

∈ RN×M

(
1, xi ⊂ q j
where Yi, j =
0, otherwise

.

Logic Implementation of Orthogonal Range Search

The LogicBlox implementation is based on the kd-tree. The basic idea is to do a breadth-first traversal on the kd-tree built on the
records X . For the given node, we can prune nodes which can be proven not to intersect the given query window q. If the given
node is entirely subsumed by the query window q, we include all points contained within them and terminate the search. If neither
case is satisfied, we recurse on the children of the given node. For a leaf node, we explicitly check the points contained within it.
LogicBlox offers an an option of supporting simultaneous multiple orthogonal range queries Q = {q1 , · · · , qM } by building a kd-tree
on the search windows qi ‘s.

6.2.2

Using Orthogonal Range Search in LogiQL

Orthogonal range search can be invoked through LogiQL rules using the following directive:

mlpack<< ors [options] >>
Available options are:

--references_in File containing the data points.
--results_out output_file.
--queries_in File containing the search windows. Each line should be of the following: L1 , L2 , ...LD , H1 , H2 , ...HD
where Li ‘s is the lower bound for each dimension and Hi ‘s the upper bound.
--log A file to receive the log, or omit for stdout.
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--point (=dense) Point type used by allkn. One of: dense, sparse, dense_sparse, categorical, dense_categorical.
--tree (=kdtree) Tree structure used by allkn. One of: kdtree, balltree
--loglevel (=debug) Level of log detail. One of:
• debug: log everything.
• verbose: log messages and warnings.
• warning: log only warnings.
• silent: no logging.
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6.3

Dynamic Time Warping

The majority of machine learning problems have to do with data that have fixed dimensionality. So typically we have a set of N
points with d dimensions. The points fit in an N × d array or Table as we call it in LogicBlox. A very common characteristic of these
points is that the dimensions are considered and treated as independent. Practically this means that if you permute the columns
nothing changes. For example if your dataset is the biometrics of people (weight, height, age), the order of the dimensions does
not matter. You can also present your data as (age, weight, height). There is another class of problems where the dimensionality
of every point varies. Another characteric that these type of data have is that neighboring dimensions are not independent. We
call this data time-series data. For example a speech waveform, the sales of a product over time, etc have these properties. In
order to be able to use traditional machine learning methods we need to follow one of the following strategies:
• Project the data into a finite set of basis functions. The most common ones are random orthogonal gaussian vectors, or Fourier
basis vectors
• Convert the data into a bag of words representation. We create a dictionary of “words” from our time series. We split each
waveform in l-length segments and then we quantize them. Then each time series is converted in a discrete timesequence, just
like a document.
• Find a simillarity measure between time series. The best measure is Dynamic time warping which will discuss in the following
section
• Define a finite state machine that can consume the time-series and come up with a score. The most famous one is the Hidden
Markov Model (Hmm)
While there are several ways and variants for implementing dynamic time warping, we chose to implement the one proposed by
Ada Wai-chee Fu, Eamonn Keogh “Scaling and Time Warping in Time Series Querying”. The current implementation includes
plain Dynamic Time Warping, Constrained Dynamic Time Warping and Constrained Dynamic Time warping with Uniform Scaling.
Since Dynamic Time Warping can be quite costly it makes sense to compute first the lower bound of the DTW distance quickly.
If the lower bound is greater than the lowest DTW computed so far then we can skip the computation. This is very useful when
computing nearest neighbor distances. We use this trick to speedup computations. Unlike the All nearest neighbors executable
that computes the euclidean nearest neighbors with trees, the DTW method is not using trees yet. We will expand it though soon.
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7 | Dimensionality Reduction Methods
One of the problem of machine learning is managing high-dimensional data. Proteins, documents, DNA sequences, are often
represented with thousands of dimensions. There are several reasons why somebody would want to reduce the dimensionality of
datasets. In the past storage used to be the main one, but with the memory prices dropping so rapidly, it is not. Another important
reason for reducing the dimensionality of a dataset is visualization. Unfortunately humans can only perceive 3 dimensions, so it
is reasonable to map high dimensional data. Another reason why dimensionality reduction is desirable, is information extraction.
We need to know which dimension are correlated and which are independent. Dimensionality reduction in general helps us to find
the dimensions that are actually meaningful.
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7.1

Singular Value Decomposition

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a fundamental linear algebraic operation whose abundant useful properties have
placed it at the computational center of many methods in machine learning and related fields. Principal component analysis (PCA)
and its kernel nonlinear variants are prominent examples, and countless other instances are found in manifold and metric learning,
clustering, natural language processing/search, collaborative filtering, Bioinformatics and more.
Assume we are given the input matrix A ∈ Rm×n . Then there exists a factorization of the form:

A = UΣV T
where U ∈ Rm×k is the columns of orthonormal basis vectors spanning the columns of A, Σ = diag(σ1 , · · · , σk ) ∈ Rk×k , V ∈ Rn×k
is the columns of orthonormal basis vectors spanning the rows of A.
To summarize, the inputs and the outputs to the method are:
1. Input: The input matrix A ∈ Rm×n and the desired rank k.
2. Output: The low rank factors of A ∈ Rm×n , U ∈ Rm×k , Σ = diag(σ1 , · · · , σk ) ∈ Rk×k , V ∈ Rn×k such that A ≈ UΣV T .

7.1.1

Choosing the Parameters in SVD

Choosing the rank k is often done ad hoc based on a prior domain knowledge. PCA is usually used for visualization purposes,
and only two or three components are retained in most cases. Another way is to specify the amount of covariance to capture (for
example, 90 %) and to choose the minimum number k that achieves such a level.

7.1.2

LogicBlox Implementation of Singular Value Decomposition

Notwithstanding the utility of the SVD, it is critically bottlenecked by a computational complexity that renders its impractical on
massive datasets. Yet massive datasets are increasingly common in applications, many of which require real-time responsiveness.
Such applications could use SVD-based methods more liberally if the SVD were not so slow to compute. Our method called QUICSVD [holmes2009quic] is a fast sample-based SVD approximation method with automatic relative error control. This algorithm is
based on a new type of data portioning tree, the cosine tree, that shows excellent ability to home in on the subspaces needed for
good SVD approximation.

e,
Given m ≥ n, the exact SVD has O(mn2 ) runtime (O(n2 ) for square matrices). Quic-SVD returns a set of approximate factors U
e
e
Σ, and V such that
eVe T
eΣ
A −U

7.1.3

Using SVD in LogiQL

SVD can be invoked using the following low level drective:

mlpack<< svd [options] >>
Avaliable options are:
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2
F

≤ ε||A||2F

Figure 7.1: Principal component analysis is used to discover the two orthogonal directions called principal directions (courtesy
wikipedia).
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--references_in File containing the dataset to SVD-decompose.
--algorithm (=quic) One of the followings:
• naive: LAPACK implementation.
• quic: Use the QuicSVD algorithm.
• quicnaive: Computes both and compares the results.

--svd_rank (=5) The algorithm will find up to the svd_rank first components.
--svd_method (=covariance) At some point quicsvd will have to do SVD on the reduced data. The available
options are:
• covariance: it will form the covariance matrix and do svd on it.
• plain: it will compute svd on the data in the same way lapack/matlab would do on a rectangular matrix.
• greedy: it uses a greedy scheme proposed by Bengio.

--compute_rec_error (=0) If this flag is true then it computes the reconstructed error, if this is different to the
one you have requested, then something went wrong. It might be a bug from our side, or your dataset is causing a
numerical instability

--lsv_out (=lsv_out) The output file for the left singular vectors (each column is a singular vector).
--mean_center (=0) Whether to output the SVD decomposition of the mean-centered data for principal component analysis.

--sv_out (=sv_out) The output file for the singular values.
--rsv_out (=rsv_out) The output file for the transposed right singular vectors (each row is a singular vector).
--relative_error (=0.10000000000000001) The relative error requirement on the reconstructed matrix.
--point (=dense) Point type used by allkn. One of: dense, sparse, dense_sparse, categorical, dense_categorical.
--tree (=cosine) Tree structure used by QUICSVD. It can only be cosine.
--leaf_size (=20) Maximum number of points at a leaf of the tree. More saves on tree overhead but too much
hurts asymptotic run-time.
--log A file to receive the log, or omit for stdout.
--loglevel (=debug) Level of log detail. One of:
• debug: log everything.
• verbose: log messages and warnings.
• warning: log only warnings.
• silent: no logging.

7.1.3.1

Higher-level LB Interface
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7.2

Ensemble Singular Value Decomposition

Singular Value Decomposition is a very popular unsupervised machine learning method. Scaling SVD can be done in two different
ways. The first one is to use scalable linear algebra operations. For example Madlib uses distributed matrix-vector multiplications
to compute SVD for large matrices. The other approach is to use ensemble methods. Ensemble learning has been successfully
applied in supervised learning. Very recently the machine learning community has started using ensemble learning in unsupervised algorithms. In short ensemble SVD splits the dataset in smaller chunks perform SVD and then combines the singular
vectors. More on that can be found in this paper [gabrys2006outlier]. The bigest advantage of Ensemble SVD (ENSVD) is that
it is very robust in outliers. For the record there exists another algorithm for robust SVD (It is actually called PCA) which can be
found here.

7.2.1

Using Ensemble SVD in LogiQL

Ensemble SVD can be invoked through LogiQL rules using the following directive

mlpack<< ensvd [options] >>
Available options are:

--references_in arg

a comma separated list of files that contain the
data to perform svd
--references_prefix_in arg prefix for the reference files to be imported
--references_num_in arg
number for reference files when used
references_prefix. We assume that when
references_prefix is dummy, then we assume that
the input files are dummy1,dummy2,...,dummy11,dumm
y12...
--lsv_out arg
a comma separated list of files to output the left
side of SVD. The number of lsv_out files must
match the number of references in files
--rsv_out arg
a comma separated list of files to output the
right transposed side of SVD. The rows of the
transposed side are distributed evenly in all
files
--sv_out arg
a file containing the singular values
--lsv_prefix_out arg
the prefix for the left hand side, when we output
it in a sequence of files for example dummy1,
dummy2, dummy3...
--lsv_num_out arg
number of left hand side files to output, when
using --lsv_prefix_out flag
--rsv_prefix_out arg
the prefix for the right hand side transposed when
we output it in a sequence of files, for example
myprefix1,myprefix2,...
--rsv_num_out arg
number of right hand side files to output, when
using --rsv_prefix_out flag
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7.3

Maximum Variance Unfolding

Maximum Variance Unfolding [weinberger2006] (MVU) is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction method that can unroll complex
datasets in lower dimensional spaces as shown in figures:
Given a set of data X ∈ ℜN×d , where N is the number of points and d is the dimensionality. The dot product or Gramm matrix is
defined as G = XX T . The goal is to find a new Gramm matrix K such that rank(K) < rank(G) in other words K = X̂ X̂ T where
0
X̂ ∈ ℜN×d and d 0 < d . Now the dataset is represented by X̂ which has fewer dimensions that X . The requirement of isometric
0
unfolding is that the Euclidean distances in the ℜd for a given neighborhood around every point have to be the same as in the
d
ℜ . This is expressed in:

Kii + K j j − Ki j − K ji = Gii + G j j − Gi j − G ji , ∀i, j ∈ Ii
where Ii is the set of the indices of the neighbors of the ith point. From all the K matrices MVU chooses the one with the maximum
variance. So the algorithm is presented as an SDP:

max Trace(K)
subject to

Trace(Ai j K) = di j ∀i, j ∈ Ii
Trace(1Ki j ) = 0
where Ai j has the following form:
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and

di j = Gii + G j j − Gi j − G ji
The last condition is just a centering constraint for the covariance matrix. The new dimensions X̂ are the eigenvectors of K . In
general MVU gives Gram matrices that have compact spectrum at least more compact than traditional linear Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). Unfortunately this method can handle datasets of no more than hundreds of points because of its complexity.
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Figure 7.2: Intermediate solutions of MVU for three dimensional data sampled from a “Swiss roll”. The input are unfolded by
maximizing the variance while preserving the distances between nearest neighbors. As you can see the spectrum was reduced
from 3 eigenvalues to two. (figure courtesy Killian Weinberger)
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Figure 7.3: Another example of MVU on a dataset that is represented in 3 dimensions, but it can actually fit in 2 dimensions, after
the appropriate unfolding. (figure courtesy Killian Weinberger)
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7.3.1

Scalable Maximum Variance Unfolding

By replacing the constraint K  0 with an explicit rank constraint K = RRT the problem becomes non-convex and it is reformulated
to:

max RRT
Ai j • RRT = di j
1 • RRT = 0

The optimization problem is solved by applying the LBFGS algorithm on the augmented Lagrangian.

7.3.2

MVU in LogicBlox

LogicBlox implements the version described in [vasiloglou2008]. It is based on the augmented Lagrangian and a different objective
function. Instead of maximizing the variance we propose maximization the distance of the furthest neighbors. The implementation uses a fast implementation of nearest neighbors. Although there are many command line options that have to do with the
optimization [nocedal1999] only few are important that are critical for the performance of the algorithm.
We summarize the importance of them: --sigma: This is the initial penalty for the augmented Lagrangian. Basically this ensures
that the distance constraints will be satisfied. If you set it in a very low value then augmented Lagrangian becomes unstable and
diverges. Our algorithm detects that and gradually increases sigma. So if you set sigma very small it will take a long time until the
algorithm will auto-tune it to make optimization stable. On the other hand if you set it very high then the augmented Lagrangian
will very quickly fall into the feasible area, satisfying the constraints, without optimizing the objective

--gamma: Every time the inner loop in the augmented Lagrangian is done the penalty parameter sigma is multiplied by gamma.
If gamma is too small then the algorithm might need too many outer loops to converge. If it is very big then sigma might grow too
quickly and the performance of the optimum will be poor.
--desired_feasibility: The relative error we want in the distance constraints. If this condition is met then the algorithm
stops

--feasibility_tolerance: If the the optimization process reached a point where the feasibility error doesn’t change by
this relative quantity, then optimization stops”

--mem_bfgs: The memory for limited BFGS. You must be careful with it. A small number typically means fast iterations but
doing small progress. A large number means slower iterations but bigger progress. if you increase its value too much it might
become unstable.

--norm_grad_tolerance: The optimization algorithm will stop if the gradient norm doesn’t change by more than this percentage.
Available options: --help Maximum Variance Unfolding, Maximum Furthest Neighbor Unfolding --sigma arg (=10) The
initial penalty parameter on the augmented Lagrangian.

--objective_factor arg (=1) obsolete.
--eta arg (=0.98999999999999999) Wolfe parameter.
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--gamma arg (=5) sigma increase rate, after inner loop is done sigma is multiplied by gamma.
--desired_feasibility arg (=0.10000000000000001) Since this is used with augmented Lagrangian, we need to
know when the feasibility is efficient.

--feasibility_tolerance arg (=0.01) if the feasibility is not improved by that quantity, then it stops.
--wolf_sigma1 arg (=0.10000000000000001) wolfe parameter.
--wolfe_sigma2 arg (=0.90000000000000002) wolfe parameter.
--min_beta arg (=9.9999999999999993e-41) wolfe parameter.
--wolfe_beta arg (=0.80000000000000004) wolfe parameter.
--step_size arg (=3) Initial step size for the wolfe search.
--silent arg (=0) if true then it doesn’t emit updates.
--show_warnings arg (=1) if true then it does show warnings.
--use_default_termination arg (=0) let this module decide where to terminate. If false then the objective function
decides .

--norm_grad_tolerance arg (=0.10000000000000001) If the norm of the gradient doesn’t change more than this
quantity between two iterations and the use_default_termination is set, the algorithm terminates.

--max_iterations arg (=10000) maximum number of iterations required.
--mem_bfgs arg (=20) the limited memory of BFGS.
--nn_file arg if the nearest neighbors are precomputed they can be provided as a text file
--fn_file arg if the furthest neighbors are precomputed they can be provided as a text file
--k_neighbors arg (=5) If the number of nearest neighbors is negative then it switches to auto tuning
--leaf_size arg (=30) Size of a leaf node in the tree when knns are computed
--references_in arg File that contains raw data
--result_out arg The result of MVU, MFNU stored in a file
--auto_tune arg (=0) if this flag is set to true then it automatically finds the right k for MVU
--new_dimension arg (=2) The new dimension that the data will be projected with MVU or MFNU
--algorithm arg (=mfnu) Optimization method MFNU or MVU
--cores arg (=1) Number of cores to use for running the algorithm. If you use large number of cores increase the leaf_size
--log arg A file to receive the log, or omit for stdout.
--loglevel arg (=debug) Level of log detail. One of:
• debug: log everything
• verbose: log messages and warnings
• warning: log only warnings
• silent: no logging
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7.4

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization

Non Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is dimensionality reduction/clustering method. It has been used with success in image
decomposition as well as in clustering of count data like documents and rating data like netflix data .
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a dimensionality reduction method used widely in text mining, pattern analysis, and
clustering. It is a form of matrix factorization that takes a matrix A ∈ RD×N , where D is the dimensionality and N is the number
of points, and factorizes into two matrices with non-negative elements according to a predefined reconstruction loss objective
function. Due to the non-negativity of the generated factors, each column of A can be explained as an additive linear combination
of columns of H .

Figure 7.4: A sample of 49 faces from a dataset that contains thousands.

7.4.1

An illustrative example of NMF

In the original paper by Lee and Seung, the authors analyze a set of face images. Imagine that every image is represented as
a vector. Every row of matrix A is an image. They decomposed A into W, H . Matrix H represents the prototype images. Every
input image (row of A) can be written as a linear superposition of prototype images of H . We use the term superposition because
prototypes of H can be added to form an input matrix without canceling each other.
NMF is also considered a soft clustering method. The H matrix can be considered as a set of prototypes and W represents the
cluster membership. For more information see [ding2005equivalence].
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Figure 7.5: After running NMF, we notice that the prototype images H matrix contain meaningful features of the inputs. Some of
them capture the mouth and others capture the mouth or ears or a combinations of both.

7.4.2

NMF as an Optimization Problem

A commonly used objective function is the Frobenius reconstruction error criteria:

min

W ∈RD×k ≥0,H∈Rk×N ≥0

||A −W H||2F

where k is a pre-specified rank of the factor. This is is a non-convex optimization with respect to the matrices W and H ; one can
only hope to find a local minimum. There are other variants of NMF that enforce the sparsity constraint of the following:

min

W ≥0,H≥0

||A −W H||2F + α||W ||2F + β ||H||2F

In [ding2005on], NMF is shown to be equivalent to a relaxed form of k-means clustering; the factor W contains the cluster centroids
and H contains the cluster membership indicators. Therefore, it can be utilized as a clustering algorithm.

7.4.3

Sparsity constraints

Although NMF in general gives sparse factors we have the ability to control the sparsity by adding some extra constraints. More
details can be found at [hoyer2004nm]

7.4.4

Missing data

Quite often the initial matrix A is sparse. Most of its entries are missing. This is the case for user-rating matrices like Netflix,
where each user has rated a small portion of movies. For example the Netflix dataset is represented as a 500,000 x 17,000 matrix
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(500,000 users, 17,000 movies). Each entry is a number betweeen 1 to 5 that represents the user rating for that movie. In this
case the objective is modified and we focus only on the non zero points [leelt1999].
We have implemented a fast block-coordinate descent algorithm described in [kim2008toward], which uses the well-known alternating non-negative least squares framework.

7.4.5

Applications of Non-Negative Matrix Factorization

The following is an application of NMF in knowledge discovery for text collections: [berry2005email].

7.4.6

Using NMF in LogiQL

Available options:

--help Print this information.
--references_in REQUIRED File containing the matrix to be factored. If the matrix is dense then the algorithm
will automatically use the Kim-Park fast algorithm. If the matrix is sparse, it will pick a combination of stochastic
gradiient descent and LBFGS. The zeros of the sparse matrix will be treated as missing values

--w_factor_out The file to which the W factor will be saved.
--h_factor_out The file to which H transposed factor will be saved.
--w_factor_in The file of the W factor.
--h_factor_in The file of the transposed H factor.
--k_rank The rank of the factorization, if the initial matrix is NxM, then the resulting matrices will be W: Nxk and H:
kxM

--error(=0.1) The desired approximation relative error (norm of the error versus the norm of the reference
matrix)that we would like to achieve within the iterations, currently disabled as a feature.

--w_sparsity_factor(=0.0) The sparsity of the W factor. It should be between 0 and 1. 0 means completely
dense and 1 means super sparse.

--h_sparsity_factor(=0.0) The sparsity of the H factor. It should be between 0 and 1. 0 means completely
dense and 1 means super sparse.

--iterations (=-1) The number of iterations for which to run the optimization.
--epochs (=10) If you run NMF on stochastic gradient descent mode (also know as online mode) then you should
set epochs to a positive number.

--step0 (=1) if you run NMF in stochastic gradient descent mode (also know as online mode) then you need to set
step0 to a positive number. step0 is the step in the first epoch of gradient descent

--sparse_mode arg (=stoc_lbfgs) When you run NMF with sparse data then you have the following options:
• stoc : it uses stochastic gradient descent (also known as online)
• lbfgs : it uses LBFGS gradient descent
• stoc_lbfgs : it uses stochastic gradient descent first and then continues with LBFGS. If your dataset has a lot of
redundancy then stochastic gradient descent will converge faster, otherwise LBFGS will be more effective.
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--run_mode (=train) As every machine learning algorithm, NMF has a train mode where the W and H matrices
are computed. evaluation mode the V_{ij} element is computed given i,j. If you want to compute W,H set the –
run_mode=train. If you want to compute V_{ij}, set the --run_mode=eval

--row In the evaluation mode (--run_mode=eval) you need to specify the element of V that you want to recinstruct. The flag –row is a comma separated list that specifies the rows of V to be evaluated. For example if we
need to evaluate V_{1,2}, V_{1,55}, V_{4,33}, V_{4,55}, then you should use the following syntax --row=1,1,4,4
--col=2,55,33,55. Notice that both lists must have the same size. You can also specify a file name that has
the indices instead of a list.

--col In the evaluation mode (--run_mode=eval) you need to specify the element of V that you want to recinstruct. The flag --col is a comma separated list that specifies the columns of V to be evaluated. For example if we
need to evaluate V_{1,2}, V_{1,55}, V_{4,33}, V_{4,55}, then you should use the following syntax --row=1,1,4,4
--col=2,55,33,55. Notice that both lists must have the same size. You can also specify a file name that has
the indices, instead of a list.
--log A file for receiving the log, or omit for stdout.
--point(=dense) Point type used by NMF. One of dense, sparse, dense_sparse, categorical or dense_categorical.
--loglevel (=debug) Level of log detail. One of:
• debug: log everything
• verbose: log messages and warnings
• warning: log only warnings
• silent: no logging

7.4.7

Example

The code can be called from LB in the following way:

x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
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ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
//---NMF : Matrix Factorization
//hardcoding the value of rank so that
//output predicates can be ’sized’
w_factor[p] = w -> point(p), float[64](w).
h_factor[p] = h -> point(p), float[64](h).
w_factor[p] = w, h_factor[p] = h <mlpack<<nmf
--k_rank=1
--references=0,2,1
--w_factor=0,1
--h_factor=1,1
>>
inputMatrix[j, i]=v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=_.
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7.5

Kernel Principal Components Analysis

Kernel principal component analysis (kernel PCA) is a nonlinear extension of principal component analysis (PCA) using techniques
of kernel methods, and is a widely used nonlinear dimension reduction method.
Kernel principal component analysis (kernel PCA) is a nonlinear extension of principal component analysis (PCA) using techniques
of kernel methods, and is a widely used nonlinear dimension reduction method. In the following sections, we will briefly revisit the
principal component analysis before discussing its nonlinear extension.

7.5.1

Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the most popular techniques for dimensionality reduction. Assume that we are given
the set R = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xN } of N points of D-dimensionality. It produces a set of d < D orthogonal basis vectors in D-dimensions
such that it captures the covariance of the set R. These orthogonal basis vectors, called the “principal components”, are said to
best express the data R.
The principal components are extracted by eigendecomposing the sample covariance matrix:

C=

1 N
∑ (xi − µ)(xi − µ)T
N i=1

N

where µ = N1 ∑ xi . The i-th principal component of R, vi , is the i-th principal eigenvector of C. That is,
i=1

vi = arg

max

vT v j =0,1≤ j≤i−1
||v||=1

vT Cv

The first principal component captures the direction of maximum variance, the second principal component captures the direction
of second maximum variance, and so on. We choose d < D components so that the original data R can be represented using
fewer dimensions.
To summarize:
1. Input: The set R = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xN } of N points of D-dimensionality, the number of components to extract d < D.
2. Output: The set of d principal components v1 , v2 , · · · , vd , each of which is a D-dimensional vector.
Given the extracted principal components, each data point xi ∈ R can be projected onto the j-th principal components v j by
pro j

computing vTj (xi − µ). The projected coordinate of xi is xi

7.5.2

= [vT1 (xi − µ), vT2 (xi − µ), · · · , vTd (xi − µ)]T .

Kernel Principal Component Analysis

Kernel PCA was originally introduced in [scholkoptf1998nonlinear] as a nonlinear extension of PCA, an example of the kernelization technique.
In kernel PCA, the kernel K(·) induces a mapping Φ : RD → H where H is possibly infinite-dimensional and K(xi , x j ) =
Φ(xi )T Φ(x j ). The key idea is that points that are not linearly separable in the original space can become linearly separable in the
higher dimensional space. We do not need to know the mapping Φ explicitly, rather we just need an ability to evaluate the pairwise
kernel value K(xi , x j ), i.e., the dot-product in the mapped space. Commonly used kernels include:
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Figure 7.6: A set of two-dimensional points with three different class labels. Note that no linear hyperplane can separate all three
classes (courtesy wikipedia).
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Figure 7.7: A projection of the original two-dimensional points onto the first two kernel principal components (courtesy wikipedia).
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p

1. The polynomial kernel K(xi , x j ) = xiT x j + 1

.

2
2
2. The Gaussian kernel K(xi , x j ) = e−||xi −x j || /(2h ) .

N

For the moment, assume that the mapping Φ ensures that the mapped data are centered, i.e., ∑ Φ(xi ) = 0. We can define the
i=1

following analogue of the covariance matrix for the kernelized case:

C=

1 N
∑ Φ(xi )Φ(xi )T
N i=1

We now want to solve the following eigenvalue problem:

Cv = λ v

Again, this covariance matrix is not diagonalizable in the current form because it may be infinite-dimensional. Fortunately, we can
instead diagonalize the kernel matrix:

Kv = λ v

where each Ki, j = K(xi , x j ). It can be shown that both eigenvalue problems have the same sets of eigenvalues. Each extracted
eigenvector of K , vi , is in the span of the set of training points and thus expressed as:
N

vi =

∑ α ij Φ(x j )

j=1

We make sure that the coefficients α ij are normalized such that the following orthogonality condition holds:

vTi v j = 0

for j = 1, · · · , i − 1.
1. Input: The set of R = {x1 , · · · , xN } of D-dimensional points, the kernel K(xi , x j ), the number of kernel principal components
to extract d < N .
2. Output: The set of coefficients per each principal component α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α d where each j-th component of α i ∈ RN is the
coefficient for j-th point x j .
N

N

Each data point x can be projected onto the i-th principal components vi by computing vTi Φ(x) = ∑ α ij (Φ(x j ) · Φ(x)) = ∑ α ij K(x j , x),
j=1

is a kernel sum over the training set. If we have d kernel principal components, each x gets mapped to:
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j=1
T
T
v1 Φ(x), · · · , vTd Φ(x) .

7.5.3

Choosing the Parameters in PCA/KPCA

Choosing the number of components in PCA and KPCA is often done ad hoc based on a prior domain knowledge. PCA is usually
used for visualization purposes, and only two or three components are retained in most cases. Global linearity structure in the
data is a basic assumption of PCA. Another way is to specify the amount of covariance to capture (for example, 90%) and to
choose the minimum number of components that achieves such a level.
However, parameters are chosen in a more complex way in KPCA. The kernel K defines the nonlinear mapping Φ : RD → H ,
−||xi −x j ||2

as our
which maps the data into a feature space. For example, let us take the popular Gaussian kernel K(xi , x j ) = e 2h2
kernel of choice. One way of choosing the bandwidth parameter h is to set it to the median of all pairwise Euclidean distances
||xi − x j || in the set R = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xN } for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N .

7.5.4

Applications of Kernel PCA

Kernel PCA is a fairly modern method, so it has not yet been used extensively. However, it is useful for novelty detection and
image denoising. [ince17kernel] lists some applications for Kernel PCA.

7.5.5

Supported Features

We support the following kernels:
1. Linear kernel.
2. Gaussian kernel.

7.5.6

Planned Extensions

The following features will be supported in future releases:

p

1. More kernel options, such as the polynomial kernel family K(x, y) = xT y + 1

and the sigmoid kernel:

2. Cross-validation method for choosing the bandwidth and the number of components.

7.5.7

Using Kernel PCA in LogiQL

KPCA can be invoked through LogiQL using the following directive:

mlpack<< kpca [options] >>
Available options are:
• -bandwidth: The bandwidth for the kernel.
• -references_in: REQUIRED file containing data on which to perform kernel PCA.
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• -algorithm: Specifies which algorithm is to be used. One of:
– matrixfree: matrix-free method
– greedy: dense method
• -metric(=l2): Metric function used by kernel PCA. One of l2 or weighted_l2.
• -metric_weights_in: A file containing weights for use with -metric=weighted_l2.
• -k_eigenvectors: The number of components to extract.
• -eigenvectors_out(=eigenvectors.txt): The output file for the kernel eigenvectors.
• -eigenvalues_out(=eigenvalues.txt): The output file for the extracted kernel principal components.

7.5.8

Example

The following exemplifies how to call kernel principal component analysis code from LB:

//for input dataset
point(x), point:id(x:id) -> uint[32](id).
x[p]
y[p]
z[p]
a[p]
b[p]

=
=
=
=
=

v
v
v
v
v

->
->
->
->
->

point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),
point(p),

float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).
float[64](v).

feature(j), feature:name(j:name) -> string(name).
inputMatrix[j, i] = v -> point(i), feature(j), float[64](v).
inputMatrix[jx, i] = vx,
inputMatrix[jy, i] = vy,
inputMatrix[jz, i] = vz,
inputMatrix[ja, i] = va,
inputMatrix[jb, i] = vb <x[i] = vx, feature:name(jx:"x"),
y[i] = vy, feature:name(jy:"y"),
z[i] = vz, feature:name(jz:"z"),
a[i] = va, feature:name(ja:"a"),
b[i] = vb, feature:name(jb:"b").
ml_points[i]=iname -> point(i), boolean(iname).
ml_points[i]=true <- x[i]=_.
ml_features[f] = fname -> feature(f), string(fname).
ml_features[f] = fname <- feature:name(f:fname).
//Kernel PCA
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outputKpcaComps[feat, pt] = val -> feature(feat), point(pt), float[64](val).
outputKpcaEigenVal[pt] = val -> point(pt), float[64](val).
outputKpcaComps[j, i] = val, outputKpcaEigenVal[i] = eigenVal <mlpack<<kernel_pca
--bandwidth=1
--references_in=0,2,1
--k_eigenvectors=2
--eigenvectors_out=0,2,1
--eigenvalues_out=1,1
--algorithm=greedy>>
inputMatrix[j, i] = v,
ml_points[i]=_,
ml_features[j]=jname.
The following will run kernel PCA with the Gaussian kernel for a given bandwidth using a matrix-free method, which is the fastest.
It will extract only the 3 most significant components:

kernel_pca --references_in=sample.txt
--bandwidth=10
--algorithm=fast
--k_eigen_vectors=3
--eigenvectors_out=out

\
\
\
\

You can always use the greedy method by simply changing the algorithm flag:

kernel_pca --references_in=sample.txt
--bandwidth=10
--algorithm=greedy
--k_eigen_vectors=3
--eigenvectors_out=out

\
\
\
\

For comparison, you can also set the –algorithm flag to naive, which is much slower.
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7.6

Tensor Factorization

For n-dimensional tensors, the low rank factorization is not unique and not easy. Several papers have been written and can be
found here. For the moment, LogicBlox supports the PARAFAC method.

7.6.1

Using Tensor Factorization in LogiQL

Tensor factorization can be invoked through LogiQL rules using the following directive:

mlpack<< tf3 [options] >>
Available options are:

--references_prefix_in arg
--references_num_in arg
--method arg (=parafac)

the reference data
number of references file with the prefix
defined above
The method for factoring a 3 dimensional
tensor, it can be
parafac
tucker

--algorithm arg

The algorithm for computing the
factorizatio.
cpwopt_lbfgs
: for parafac, with
lbfgs
cpwopt_sgd
: for paracac, with sgd
cpwopt_sgd_lbfgs : for parafac, with
sgd_lbfgs
: for tucker

--a_factor_out arg

The a factor of the PARAFAC factorization
X=ABC
The b factor of the PARAFAC factorization
X=ABC
The c factor of the PARAFAC factorization
X=ABC
The regularization for the a matrix
The regularization for the b matrix
The regularization for the c matrix
The factorization rank
step0 for stochastic gradient descent
number of epochs to run in stochastic
gradient descent
number of iterations to run per epoch. In
every iteration sgd sweeps the whole
tensor

--b_factor_out arg
--c_factor_out arg
--a_regularization arg (=0)
--b_regularization arg (=0)
--c_regularization arg (=0)
--rank arg (=5)
--sgd_step0 arg (=1)
--sgd_epochs arg (=100)
--sgd_iterations arg (=1)
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--lbfgs_rank arg (=3)
number of basis to use for lbfgs method
--lbfgs_max_line_searches arg (=5) number of line searches to attempt before
failing for Lbfgs
--lbfgs_iterations arg (=10)
number of iterations to run the Lbfgs
optimization
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8 | Machine Learning Algorithms as Optimization Problems

8.1

K-Nearest Neighbors

Given a set of N reference points and a query point q, the solution of the following optimization problem outputs the k-nearestneighbor:
N−1

∑ ui di2

min
ui

i=0

subject to:

ui ∈ {0, 1}

∑ ui = k
i

di = ||q − ri ||

8.2

Kernel Density Estimation

Given a set of N reference points r and a query point q, the solution of the following optimization problem gives a kernel density
estimate with error ε :

min
ui

∑ ui

i=0

subject to:

ui ∈ {0, 1}
N−1

|

i=0

where kh (x, y) is a valid kernel for bandwidth h.
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N−1

∑ ui kh (q, ri ) − ∑ kh (q, ri )| ≤ ε
i=0

8.3

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization

Given a non-negative matrix V ∈ ℜN×m
, find matrices W ∈ ℜN×k , H ∈ ℜk×m
such that their product can optimally reconstruct V .
+
+

||V −W H||

min
W,H

subject to:

V ≥0
H ≥0

8.4

Support Vector Machine

Given a set of points {xiA , i = 0, . . . , N − 1} belonging to class A and {xiB , i = 0, . . . , N − 1} belonging in class B, we are looking for
a separating hyperplane of the form wx + b = 0 that optimally separates the classes:

1 2
w
2

min ρ(w, b) =
sub ject to

∀i yi (wT φ (xi ) + b) ≥ 1

8.5

Maximum Variance Unfolding

Given a set of distances between pairs of points points (i, j), di j belonging in ℜn , we are looking for a low dimensional embedding
of the points in ℜk where k < n.
rank(K)

min
K

subject to:

K0
Kii + K j j − Ki j − K ji = di j

∑∑ K = 0
Note: The coordinates of the embedded points are given through Singular Value Decomposition on the resulting K.

8.6

Kernel Principal Component Analysis

Given a set of points {x ∈ ℜn } and a Mercer kernel k(x, y), we are seeking the directions of maximum variance on the new
nonlinear Hilbert space formed by the nonlinear dot product k(x, y).

max
v

vKvT

Note: v ∈ ℜn×1 and K is a the kernel matrix formed by computing all pair-wise nonlinear dot products (k(xi , x j ), ∀i, j).
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8.7

K-Means

Given a set of N points {x ∈ ℜn }, we are looking for vectors ci , i = 0, . . . , k − 1 in the same dimensional space that act as centers
to clusters.
k−1 N

min

ui j ,ci

∑ ∑ ui j ||ci − xi ||

i=0 j=1

subject to:

ui j ∈ {0, 1}
k−1

∑ ui j = 1, ∀ j

i=0

8.8

Linear Regression

This is a typical least square fit problem. Given a vector t ∈ ℜN×1 and a data matrix A, we are looking for a vector w that can
optimally reconstruct the targets with the help of A:

min
w

8.9

||t − Aw||

LASSO

LASSO is a least square fit problem similar to linear regression. It essentially adds an extra regularization term:

min
w

||t − Aw|| + λ ||w||1
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